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CAN A MAN BE CIVILIZED ANDYET VIOLENT?
 

LAXMINARAYAN LENKA
 

Gandhiji has discovered one of the most popular and effective weapons, namely, 
non-violence. It is popular because most of us do not like blood-shedding. It is 
effective because it compels the targeted people to go back or surrender the arms. 

The simple tactical reason behind its use is this. If you are nowhere before the 
violent power of your opponent and violence legitimizes violence,' then, it is sui
cidal on your part to become violent. In a context like this, it is always wise to 

choose the path of non-violence. Even if you do not like to have it as a moral 
ground, you can use it as a tactical ground. Non-violence, as John Kenneth Galbraith 

puts it, "is not only a powerful moral instrument, it is also a weapon of choice. "2 

Turn on the TV news..you will hear about bomb-blasts, accidents, inhu

man killings, crossfire, etc. Ar.e we genuinely moved by such informations? Is it 
true that our conscience does express us something when we hear the sufferings of 

others? Every conscience condemns an inhuman act. But no conscience has be
come strong enough to prevent such acts in absolute terms. This in turn issues 
license to become complacent enough with the little "no" we have towards vio

lence and injustice. Often we prefer escapism, reasoning out that we cannot pre

vent such acts in absolute terms. 

Not only inhuman acts but also any injustice towards our fellow beings 

does not affect us significantly. It is not necessarily because we are selfish and 
cowardice. The indifference is largely due to our failure to exercise our conscience. 
Unlike the laws of our sciences, the laws of our conscience are not in use. In fact, 

we are yet to use our conscience in the sense that we have no system of conscience 

parallel to the systems of science; no language of conscience parallel to different 
languages of different sciences. Insofar as meaning of our expressions is insepa

rable from its use, that is, no language is possible without being in use, language of 

conscience existsor does notexistdepends on whether there exists the use of such 
language or not. 
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LAXMJNARAVAN LENKA
 

If we lack courage we cannot be selfish and, on the other hand, if we 

are selfish we must be courageous. If one tolerates an injustice on him and 

tolerates the same kind of injustice on others, his indifference cannot be due to 

his selfishness; if "x is selfish" means that x reacts to something that directly 

affects x, otherwise x does not. One may tolerate an unjust act because he 

considers the act a relatively minor one; resistance against that act may incur 

a major injustice. Perhaps, he is wise enough to avoid unnecessary complica

tions in the simple life he has chosen to lead. He does not lack courage; if"x is 

couragous" means that x has the ability to resist against injustice, he is able to 

resist but, on the basis of his wisdom, he does not. Neither the presence of 

selfishness nor the absence of courage is necessary for the indifference to

wards injustice. On the basis of the wisdom one tolerates injustice on himself. 

On the same basis, one can become indifferent to the injustice done to others. 

He can be indifferent, yet he does not lack courage, nor is he selfish. One may 

be selfish and yet become sensitive to an injustice, to get some political or 

professional mileage. One may lack courage and yet become sensitive to injus

tice to prevent a major injustice for which he does not have the courage to face. 

One may be both selfish and lacking courage and yet become sensitive to in

justice because he not only gains in his own way but also lacks the courage to 

face the relatively major one. So selfishness and lack of courage ar~ not suffi

cient to give rise to indifference as much as a non-selfish courageous man is 

not necessarily a compassionate man. 

We can rationalize a lie;justify an act oflying. The ground can be this. 

The committed vice is justifiable if it leads to a greater virtue. For example, 

murdering a murderer is less vicious than murdering an innocent person; tell 

ing a lie is not at all vicious if it saves an innocent's life; saving an innocent's 

life is more virtuous than speaking the truth. War is virtuous if it protects our 

motherland. Protection of motherland is more virtuous than peace. Any such 

rationalization presupposes a hierarchy of virtues and vices. Accordingly, one 

can rationalize any vice except the one committed in violation of the highest 

virtue. If the highest virtue varies, the hierarchy varies and, accordingly, what 

is worthy of rationalization also varies, hence, rationalization itself becomes 

unjustified.' 

If we consider peace more virtuous than the virtue of defending our 

national interest, we cannot rationalize war in the name of national interest. 

Either we lose our national interest or we choose some means other than war to 

protect our national interest. The Operation Vijaya is an example of our choice 
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3 LAXMINARAYAN LENKA 

in which we have not rationalized war for our national interest. Of course, we 

have not asserted the same. Rather, we are ready to assert that our national 

interest is more virtuous than peace and thereby, we are ready to rationalize 

war.' 

The ultras, extremists, fanatics and fundamentalists may rationalize 
their violent acts as much as a patriot or a nationalist can. However, a differ
ence can be made out.' A nationalist sees to it that the nation does not perish in 

the course of the violent action he has adhered to with whatever ideology. On 

the other hand, a fanatic can sacrifice the whole group (including himself) for 
the cause ofthe ideology he adheres to. Even if, like the fanatics, we rational

ize some vice or other, we won't be ready to sacrifice ourselves, at least, not 

ready to sacrifice every member of the society we belong to. 

War does not exhaust violence; nor does the militant operations. War 

and militancy easily attract our attention due to the high magnitude ofviolence 
they bring about. The scale of violence is very high in terms of the number of 
victims and the amount ofloss. However, the number of persons creating such 

violence is very less in comparison to the number of persons having an attitude 

of violence. Almost all of us have this attitude. 

We can distinguish 
I) We should not have violence against dogs and abstain from throwing stones 

at.them. 
From 2) We should not create a violence between two dogs by throwing a 

piece of bone. 
In the 1st case violence stands for an attitude that we should not have towards 
dogs. In the 2nd case, violence stands for a kind of disturbance in the normal 

life of the two dogs. We are more conscious of the disturbances, not of the 

attitude that leads to the disturbances. Perhaps, we are just aware ofthe distur
bances rather than being seriously concerned about the disturbances. 

If you have an attitude of non-violence, it prevents you from thinking 
to do violence, thereby, from doing violence to animals as well as to human 
beings. Thus, if the concept of non-violence includes actual as well as the 

thinking ofdoing non-violence, and targets to both human beings and animals, 

then, it fundamentally refers to an attitude. "Be non-violent" is closer to "Bel ieve 

in God", rather than "Don't kill that man". Whether God reallv. exists or not, 
you can believe or disbelieve in Go.d; you cannot kill or save a man ifhe does 
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4 LAXMINARA YAN LENKA 

not exist. Similarly, the attitude of non-violence can be held with respect to non
existing beings as well as to the existing ones. That is why non-violence in thinking, 

besides being in practice, is possible. As Gandhiji holds, a true non-violence in 

thinking, besides being in practice, is possible. As Gandhiji holds, a true non-violence 

includes both. Otherwise, non-violence towards animals or to one's own conscience 

makes no sense." 

Insofar as violence and non-violence are moral values and moral values 

are determined in relation to our civilization, violence and non-violence cannot be 

determined without reference to civilisation. ]f most of us are civilized and we 

consider the act of running after money morally good, the act is morally good, 

otherwise not. Similarly. if we accept militancy as our normal behaviour, militancy 

is no more a violence. If we consider the act of loving or respecting the opponent 

quite unbearable and responsible for a social turmoil, the act is no more a non

violence.' In other words, if "violence" stands for disturbances quite unbearable on 

the part of the civilized members of the society, today what we consider violence, 
tomorrow we may consider the same as non-violence. What matters is the way we 

accept the things; acts we consider responsible for a disturbance in our normal 

social life and to what extent the disturbance is bearable. Accordingly, when we 

say that someone created violence in the meeting we mean that he has created a 

disturbance in the proceedings of the meeting such that the civilized members cannot 

tolerate it. When we say that the ultras have chosen the path of violence, we mean 

that their .chosen path of violence, we mean that their chosen path disturbs the law 

and order situation which is unbearable on the part of the civilized members of the 

state. When we say that war is violence, we mean that their chosen path disturbs 

the law and order situation which is unbearable on the part of the civilized members 

of the state. When we say that war is violence, we mean that war is an unbearable 

disturbance in the normal social life of civilized members of our society cannot 

tolerate. B 

There is an escape route. Even if we are civilized members and we kill or 

help in killing animals, we can make sense when we sincerely say that we should 

not do violence to the animals. We can do so by dissociating the meaning of 

"civilization" from that.of "the civilized members". Insofar as civilized members 

of a society are concerned, killing of human beings is a violence but killing of 

animals is not;both may be violences with reference to a civilization. This is not at 

all to say that we are civilized members of a society without civilization. It just 

points out that the quality of becoming civilized does not require the fulfillment of 

what the civilization demands. To be a civilized member is quite different from 
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5 LAXMINARA \AN LENKA 

belonging to a civilization. To be a civilized human being is different from 

belonging to a civilization, to be a civilized lndian is different from belonging 

to Indian civilization. Thus, even if killing or help in killing the animals is 

forbidden in a civilization we happen to be its members, our killingor help in 

killing animals does not prevent us from becoming civilized. 

We canmake an easier move. Exclude the act of killing animals from 

the trait of becoming uncivilized, we can call ourselves civilized even if we kill 
animals. But, why should we exclude'P lt is all right if majority of us reflect on 

it and decide in favour of this exclusion and, then, kill animals. But it is wrong 

to say that we should exclude because majority of us kill animals and, no mat

ter what we do, we would like to call ourselves civilized. If we exclude, we 
should be able to justify. If we cannot, a civilized member is not at all dissoci

ated from civilization; at least, when "civilization"means "that mode of con

duct which points out to man the path of duty"." 

One may conclude in suggesting the following explicit answer to Can 
a man be civilized and yet violent? Non-violence, taken as an attitude which 

excludes the thinking as well as the practice of violence against any living 
being, is almost absent in human civilization. Hence, either a man can be civi

lized and yet be violent or no human being is civilized, Secondly, ifx is civi

lized means x acts in accordance with certain rules prescribed in the civiliza

tion he belongs to, then, some. men call be. civilized and yet violent whereas 
others cannot be civilized and violent. It all depends on what one's civilization 
prescribes one to do and what the concept ofnon-violence includes in its scope 
for that civilization. If none of these is a suitable answer, the concept of civi
lized man has nothing to do with the concept of civilization. 

NOTES AND REFERENCES 

I. The violence of a group of religious persons distorts the law and order situ
ation of the state. This justifies the governing authority to use force in order 
to restore the law and order situation. 

2.	 John Kenneth Galbraith (1994), "Gandhi, The Tactician" in Dr.Arun 
Gandhi(Ed.) World without Violence, New Age International Pvt.Ltd., New 
Delhi., pp.95-96 

3.1 n the sense that every rational ization is questionable, consequently, the wis
dom that practically legitimizes indifference to injustice on oneself or other 
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6 LAXMINARAYAN LENKA 

is also questionable. We may rationalize selfishness and lack of courage 
but, since rationalization is questionable, we cannot successfully justify our 
selfishness or lack of courage. 

4. A debate on the issue of nationalism vs. Cosmopolitanism with reference to 
moral preferences and educational values can be found in Cohen J. (Ed.) 
( 1996) For Love of Country: Debating the limits ofpatriotism. Boston, 
Beacon Press. 

5.	 For an elaborate discussion on this point, see R.M. Hare (1972) Applica
tions ofMoral Philosophy, The Macmillan press, London, pp.7 I-89. 

6. For Gandh i, violence or non-violence to one's own conscience makes sense. 
See M.K. Gandhi(l927), An Autobiography, Translated from Gujurati by 
Mahadev Desai, Navajivan Publishing House, Ahmedabad, p.345. 

7.	 Ofcourse, majority is not the standard to measure morality. As Gandhi puts 
it, "It is a superstition and ungodly thing to believe that ali act ofa majority 
binds the minority... All reforms owe their origin to the initiation ofminori
ties in opposition to majorities. [f among a band of robbers a knowledge of 
robbing is obligatory, is a pious man to accept the obligation ?" M.K. Gandhi 
(l909)"Hind Swaraj", The Penguin Gandhi Reader, P. 49. 

8.	 If most of us are civilized and, at the same time, non-vegetarian, then, the 
killing of animals does not create any disturbance in our social fife. Even if 
there is any disturbance, it is quite bearable. Otherwise, ifkilling or indirect 
help of killing animals amounts to violence (in the above sense), what a 
shame to us ! 

9.	 Ifwe systematically make such moves, it inherits the danger of ruining our 
civilization. If whatever one does is right for him, there is no sense of right 
or wrong for him. The same is true of the majority. If for the majority of 
human beings right and wrong make no sense, destruction of human civili
zation is not far away. 

10. Hind Swaraj, p.35. 
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HUMAN CLONlNG : SOME BIOETHICAL QUESTIONS 

D. N. TIWARI 

The technological era of ours has compelled us to accept that man can't live not 
only without techniques but even without technology also because it, in new mil
lennium, has got an inevitable place into the very structure not only of our social 
but of our cultural life also. Technology has almost become the synonym of our 
entire advancement influencing ways oflife and the life-style ofthe people of the 
millennium. The technological society of ours, unlike the 19th century E_!!rQ1l~an 

industrial society, considers that machines segregate man from societybut.tech
nology integrate machines with society. Machines, when integrated with society, 
help us in getting rid ofour backwardness in different aspects ofour Iives. lam not 
going to push this issue in further detail and like to confine my reflections on the 
Bioethics of some technological inventions like human cloning. 

Bioethical concepts are getting more importance with the advance inven
tions in the field ofBiotechnology. The basic ethics lying behind Biotechnology is 
to serve the humanity in a way to save the life of human beings and to insure the 
means so as to enable them to live a complete life-span free from diseases and to 
preserve their capacity. Ultimately, its main objective is to save the rationality/ 
wisdom and excellences on the earth. I confine my reflections, in this paper, to 
disclose the bioethical problems of human cloning and even so with few instance 
from Indian scriptures. 

It is evident from the scriptures that Vedic India was highly developed in 
the field of spiritual knowledge and spiritual technique but there is no historical 
evidence to accept that she was civilized more than the present world of science 
and technology. The seers considered the realization of spiritual powers assigned 
naturally to individuals as the supreme goal for the realization of which they sac
rificed their whole life. It was the power of realization which made them capable 
of knowing everything unknown to others. The spiritual techniques they invented 
for the welfare of the life on the earth were of more importance for the develop
ment and growth of human life, civilization and culture. As seers were of strong 
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8 D.N.TIWARI 

will and indefatigable devotion, it was not difficult for them to do anything sue
cessfu lly they wilied. The successful accornpl ishment of anything irn piies restless 
concentration and methodical search without which doubt persists in finding the 

required result. 

Modern scientists, of the continents other than Asia or even of Asia, may 
deny any influence of prehistoric inventions found in the scriptures and they may 
claim the originality of their inventions but it cannot be denied that technological 
achievements of today are pre-requisitely progressively gradual in which the pre
ceding inventions confer favor for progressive succeeding inventions. This may 
not be similar in case of prehistoric inventions of the seers which were new begin
nings out of no material, no instrument or data available beforehand. They, as scrip
tures say, got the techniques as direct flashes of their super mental vision. Their 
vision is remarked as that in which the differences of subject and object are fused 
in a unity of the vision. A vision in which the perceiver does not stand apart from 
and at a distance from the thing perceived. The existential identity and epistemo
logical difference of the both the subject and the object, at that moment, is tran
scended in the visionary concentration of truth which is neither a subject nor an 
object but knowledge itself. They practiced what they realized for the welfare of 
the life on the earth. Their experiences are preserved in the scriptures. Now-a-days, 
it is easy to understand that a serious researcher of any corner of the world keeps 
himself well aware of the informations belonging to any tradition and more than 
that it is not an exaggeration to say that the lives ofthose sacrificing themselves for 
the cause of scientific and technological inventions are not radically different from 
those of seers who sacrificed their lives for truth of the human persons and made it 
applicable to the welfare of them on the earth. 

Cloning with some Instances from Indian Scriptures 

In Skandha 9, Adhyaya 13, of Srimadbhagavat, it has been mentioned that 
when his excellency Nimi was dead the seers by process of Mantha, perhaps, hu
man cloning in modern idioms, of his body created a new baby. The baby was 
called Janaka, as it was out of(mantha) cloning of his father. It was called Videha, 

as it was not born from a mother but out of a non-sexual process. As the baby was 
born out of a process of mantha it was called 'Mithila' and his kingdom was named 
Mithils/Janmana janakah so 'bhud vaidehastu videharjah. Mithilo mathanajjato 

mithifa yena nirmata). The questions arise: whether the mantha karma is the same 
that we know today by the word human cloning, whether the process adopted by 
the seers was the same that is applied by the technologists today and whether the 
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9 D. N. TIWARI 

ethics lying behind it was the same. I am unable to say anything on those questions 

except on the last because I have knowledge neither of Mantha karma nor of hu

man cloning. However, it is interesting to mention the morality lying behind Mantha 
_ Karma as the epic itself has specified it. The morality then was not to save the. 
excellence and order only but to check the mayhem to be caused out of its depriva

tion also. 

Proving the existence of God, Rene Descartes, a Rationalist Philosopher, 

gave an argument that man cannot make himself. Had he made himself he would 

have made him God. New technology of cloning has come with an imagination 

that man can make himself and even so in his own imagination. 

'Clone' is a Greek term for twin identical, genetically and physically, from 

the male or female from which it is derived. The derivation of Dolly, a lamb by Dr. 
Ian Wilmot of Scotland, Neti and Ditto, kids of monkey, by Oregon Regional Pri

mate Research Centre of America have experimented that by transplanting D.N.A 

of any animate, in ovary, clone can be prepared. The creation of animal clone 

paved the way of materialization of the fascination of technologicians to prepare 

human clones. 

Very recently, when I read in the newspapers that Advanced Cell Technol

ogy (ACT), a company of America, has prepared human clone by the name 'Stem 

cell', I recalled the epic story of hundred sons ofGandhari, the mother ofKauravas, 

born out of a stem cell prepared by the seer Veda Vyasa. Not only that but, the 

invention of 19 clones ofhuman embryo by Advanced Cell Technology ofAmerica 

has also actualized the possibility of birth of 19 babies if all those clones are im

planted in separate 19 wombs. ACT is claiming that stem cells will be most useful 

for cure of diabetes, heart diseases, cancer, aids, loss of memory and inherited 

diseases. This advancement in clone technology is suspected as the beginning of 

the big plants of human clones. Not only Psychologists and Philosophers but politi

cal, social and religious leaders have also started crying it immoral entombment of 

the natural order. 1 shall describe the bioethical issues of human cloning after few 

steps but before that I want to remark that it is by these inventions that we have 

come to believe that seer's speculations are myths no longer but are truths that can 

be worked out even today by technological inventions. 

Transplantation of Embryo 

The first surgeon, in the history of human life who successfully transplanted the 

embryo formed in the womb of Devaki, the mother of Krishna. the God of the epic 
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Mahabharata, in the womb of Rohini, another wife of Vasudeva, the father of 
Krishna, was, as the epic says, a pre-h istoric she-deity named Yogamaya . 
Srimadbhsgavat Gila, Adhyaya 2, SkandhalO. 

A revival of that pre-historic event is evidenced by the world recently with 

a successful transplantation of the embryo ofa daughter in the womb of her mother 

by a team of doctors in U.S.A. 

Rejuvenation 

The story of old seer Cyavana enjoyingjuvenility even in very old age, as 

mentioned by Veda Vyasa in Srimadbhagavad, adhyaya 3. skandha 9, was consid

ered, till very recently, only a myth but with recent technological invention of gene 

therapy by Dr. Lee Swine of University of Pennsylvania, has come to a truth. 

As our body is completely controlled by genes any mutation or change in 

vitality of gene occurs in proportion to the increasing of age and, consequently, 
changes in muscles is naturally observed. These changes vary in case of our child

hood, adulthood and old age. Ifwe allow the change of gene from childhood to the 

youth, as the maturity of mind takes place only in youth, and after youth ifwe stop, 
for a possible period, the rate of change in gene, the duration of youth will be 

prolonged and, thus, the individual may achieve desired achievement of his life 

without feeling any fatigue and with all juvenility as well. This very mystery is 
successfully experimented by Dr. Lee through gene therapy. 

Technology, including Biotechnology, is value free; it is neither good nor 

evil in itself. It gets value as good or evil when associated or applied in society. For 

instance, the idea before the terminator gene technology was to yield best possible 

production of grains and, hence, it is valued as good but, as we know the farmers of 

the State ofAndhra in India committed suicide out of distress not only of getting no 

production out of sowing the seeds produced by those hybrid seed crops, but of 

getting the soil deserted also. This technology proved evil not only for them but for 

those who do not want to use those terminator gene seeds but whose crops in the 

fields, close to the field with the crops using those seeds, are inflated due to open 

natural pollination, also. Any technology, if there is possibility of causing wreck

age by it, can't be pushed to flourish on the name of technological advancement. 

The basic ethical idea, not only before the ancient inventions, as mentioned in the 

scriptures, but before the recent technological inventions also, is to preserve the 

excellence on one hand and to meet with threats that may cause anarchy and disor

der in the society. 
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I may be charged of being a conservative of a type who opposes all steps 

for novelty and progress in the beginning with a fear of a risk against traditional 

order and values. One may also say that it is foolishness to criticize a move not 

materialized so far. It is reasonable to say let the human clone be created then 
observe its excellence and behaviour and then evaluate it. Jf, otherwise, it will be 

onlya guess work and, hence, unsteady. These all charges don't? My views in the 
paper if J clarify that my analysis, in the paper, is the analysis of the concept 

formed inmy mind by informations I acquired from different sources. However, I 

don't think that others will agree with my views in full but one can't deny the labor 

I have taken in exposing the ethical issues of human cloning. 

Advantage of Cloning 

a. Stem cell which is prepared by cloning, as claimed by technologicians, is the 

only fit remedy for getting rid not only of some of the diseases? to one by 

heredity but for other diseases concerning cancer, heart, lung, liver, etc, in which 
replacement of heat thy cells on the place ofdamaged cells are inevitably needed. 

b. Those pairs having no child will be privileged of getting a child out of the ge

. netic material of their own by the cloning technology. 

c. Those pairs suffering from genetic diseases, which have made them physically 

and mentally incapable of getting birth of a child, may get relief by the human 

clone technology. 

Cloning, from the scientific point of view, is a very splendid invention ofthe tech

nology, It isa technological device and comes, in the society, with the ethics to 
preserve the life and great and sublime qualities/rationality on the earth on one 

hand and to help to remove our backwardness in the field of scientific knowledge 

on the other and, thus, it has a great value. But the question arises: Cloning for 

what purpose? If, it is confined to grow human cells for cure of different inherited 

diseases, it must be welcome but if it is for creating a clone human being for pre
serving some excellence the question under consideration becomes more impor

tant. A task for the preservation ofsome excellence on the earth can't, ethically, be 

wrong. But it may be estimated useless, as the same may be preserved even by 

promoting gene therapy. I don't, only technologists know and can say, authenti

cally, something about it. However, I propose to furnish few comments of my own 

just after few paragraphs but before that I want to say that human cloning, when 

evaluated connectedly with society we, apart from its all-scientific and technologi

cal importance, find it not only paradoxical but with nothing to live for also. Here 

below, I am giving reasons. given from different point ofviews but related to the 
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ethical issue of human cloning, for proving my statement

1. Deformation of human nature 
A.	 Human being is a unique combination of rationality and animality. If, in the 

process of nurturing the clone, of a male, after and before its transplantation in 

the worn b of a women, the excess of Y chromosomes are artificially destroyed 

in 'order to balance the desired proportion of both of the chromosomes bearing 

supra and infra qualities, undoubtedly, super excellent/super rational beings, 

will be born but then they will be deprived of those excellences to be acquired 

by a mother. Not only that but he will be a particular excellence of a person of 

which it is a clone. In such a circumstance, it will not be different from a ma

chine of a particular excellence and, thus, there is a possibility of destruction 

and deviation of rest ofthe qual ities by that of particular quality. 

B.	 There must be danger of losing self-identity of clones also. It will be difficult to 

differentiate not only the clone from the person of which it is a clone but several 

clones of the same person also, if they appear, think and do alike. Not only that 

but the question of self-identity of the individual clones will arise which may, 
perhaps, lead to abnormally abuse of and confusion in between the clones also. 

C.	 The use of a clone, by the person of which it belongs, as means to his ends, can 

also not be denied. Claudia, a super model of Germany wishes to have two 

clones of her own to use them for getting herself free from her own burden of 

meeting to her numerous aspirant. Will it not be against the identity and free

dom of an individual and, hence, immoral to use the human clones as one's 

means? 
D.	 Clone-technology is not sure on the subject of the mutation like forming of 

tumor and other unknown diseases that may unusually be caused by the artifi

cial killing of the excess ofY-chromosomes during processing clones. 

2. Non-sexuality and lack of emotional attachment 
A.If animality is utterly neglected from the human person as in the cases ofclones, 

there wi II be no possibility of proper imagination that arise in the mist of fasci

nation, passion, emotion and other sublime human qualities. In lack of these 

human qualities there will not only be the question of isolation and danger of 

deformation of the clone person but of survival also. 

B. If the person ofwhich the clone is prepared, is an underaged, there may be a risk 
of not getting maturity of mind till death and if it belongs to a person of over 

aged there is all risks ofgetting elderly soon as we find in the case of Dolly. Not 

only that but there will be the problem of relation of the person with his clone 

because of the reason that the stem cell wi II be prepared from the same genetic 
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source and, thus, the relation ofthe persons with their clones in respective cases 
will be of brothers/sisters and not of father/mother and, thus, there will be cases 

of identity of relation and possibility of dehumanization. 
C.	 A person may have a number of his clones at a time and, thus, it will be an 

unwanted and very dangerous cause ofhigh rising population. Not only that but 

if the cloning, as industry is established, there will be cases ofhiring wombs 

and that will not only be immoral but irreligious also. 
D. The clone person, I am not sure on the issue, is, perhaps, a being ofa non-sexual 

category. In that case he/she will be of a non-sexual temperament and isolated 
from emotional attachment. He/She may get depressed in the absence of these 
human qualities which are causes of attraction that makes life worth-living. In 
his attachmentless life he may think of his life incomplete, purposeless and 

isolated and that may lead him to self-suicidal. 

3. Deformation of family 
A. No family is possible without marriage and no genius person will like to enter 

into family by marrying a wife of different level brilliance as he may think of 
uncertainty of the quality of the offspring to be born out of their conjugal rela
tion. Rather he/she will prefer to a get an identical clone of his/her own and 
thus, there will be a case ofdeformation not only ofthe family but of the whole 

hereditary system also. 
B. In the cloning system women will be privileged because they are genetically fit 

self-creators. If it is so, there is no need of men for the birth of a clone baby but 

similar is not the case in vice-versa as man's cloning requires egg that can not be 
possible without a women. There will be no need of a male member in the 
family and, thus, there will be the cases of rise in the disproportionate popula
tion of female and desertion of males and thus, imbalance not only in the pro
portion of the two but in the nature itself also. 

4. Division and moral deformation of society 
A. The society will, then, obviously be divided in two categories of the clone class 

and of the lower class. The former will be a category of highly genius supermen 
while the latter of deprives. The former will occupy all high positions, services 

of high ranks and power and the latter will be unable to compete them. De
prived category of persons, for their survival, may get perversion and may cause 
violence in the society. The clones will not mix with the rest on the ground of 
the principle of inequality and the rest will be deprived and disregarded 

B. The morality in society will also be divided into the morality of the clones and 

that of the rest that is, herd or utilitarian morality. The clones, like Friedrich 

Nietzsche's superman, may claim that the utmost duty of the society is to rear 
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clones who only have the right to live on earth. The morality ofthe clones based 
on the idea 'all that proceeds from the power is good and all that springs from 

weakness is bad' will upset the moral aim of equality and peace in the society. 

C. As the cloning of man inevitably requires women's egg, of which the nucleus is 

taken out, there wi II be a dependency on women but in the vice versa there is no 

requirement of sperm, the very presence ofmen will be needless and, therefore, 
existence of men will be questioned that would lead to disorder in the society .. 

D. The uniqueness and diversity of the qualities ofhuman person in the society wi II 
be affected very badly as there will be a flood of the clones having uniformed 
qualities. 

E. The number oforphan children will not only be rapidly raised high but there will 

be no solution to the problem of orphan adaptation also because the orphan
adopters oftoday would like to have a clone oftheir own rather than to adapt an 
orphan. 

5. Deformation of democracy 
Insisting on trans-valuation of the values the clones or super-rationals will dis
tinguish themselves from the herd with an unbridgeable difference and inequal

ity. In that case equality will be a synonym of weakness, a moral standard for 

the herd or mediocre, who have no right to live in the kingdom of ends, while 
inequality will be natural in the eyes of the clones. We know that equality is the 

basis of democracy and, thus, the acceptance of inequal ity as natural wiII 
disintegrae the democratic pattern and behavior. 

6. Killing of embryos 

In the process of cloning a number of embryos has to be slayed which is not 
only an immoral act but is irreligious sin also. 

A substitute 

According to the recent technological inventions the excess of Y-chromosome 

in the embryo, in mother's womb, destroys chromosomes bearing superman 
qualities and promotes the chromosomes causing perversion. Modern technol
ogy has invented such rays that call effectively destroy the excess of Y, in the 

womb of the mother herself, and this confers favor in promoting chromosomes 
bearing supermen qualities. On account of this process a woman longing for 

birth of a child endowed with superman qualities can get relief that she would 
have not to suffer the life of severe sanctimonious and austerity for more than 
nine months as prescribed by Indian scriptures. 

In order to insure that superman qualities can only develop and the inhu-
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man and the anti-human qualities cannot, the Indian scriptures have prescribed 

some disciplines regarding the ssuvika meal and healthy thoughts promoting 

sativa in parents before their intercourse with a desire to have such a child and 
after the fertilization as well. They prescribe certain norms for control Iing sexual 
and other senses and concentration for sublimation of thoughts, their daily rou
tine of eating, drinking, thinking and doing during pregnancy for the flow ot 

sativa, in the baby in mother's womb in a natural way. This flow of sattva is 

effective in balancing the qualities 23-23 and, thus, making them stronger than 

Y chromosomes bearing deforming qualities and, consequently, leads not only 

to a total implantation of chromosomes bearing virtuous qualities but also in 

making them stronger than those of opposites, on account of which the advent • 
of superman as evidenced by scriptures, is made possible. 

Gunasutras 23-23, in number, combined in embryo, may be such that 

1- The number of chromosomes bearing superman qualities is more than those 
bearing infra qualities which cause the birth of superman. 

2- The number of chromosomes bearing infra qualities is more than those bearing 

superman qualities which cause the birth oran individual of perverted or de
formed nature. 

3- Chromosomes bearing superman qualities are stronger than those bearing infra 
qualities which cause the birth of an individual of excellent qualities. 

4- Chromosomes bearing infra qualities are stronger than those bearing superman 
qualities which cause the birth of a deformed person. 

5- In cases when the number and strength of chromosomes bearing those separate 

qualities are, approximately equal, there is possibility ofan ordinary individual. 

Clone baby, as I know (and I very quickly add that I do not know it) will be 

different from all of those possibilities. Iff create my clone, my good qualities 

will be restored in it but the good qualities of my wife will not. But if the excel

lent qual ities of both of the mother and the father are restored, as it occurs in 

some cases of heredity, and then ifby technology we destroy the negative quali
ties of the parents in the embryo, there is possibility of creation even of super 

super-man and even so without disturbing the genetic system. In this way it is 

ethically neither needed nor preferable to change in heredity and social struc 

ture, based on it, by human cloning and with the help of technology a baby in a 

genetically manner, with out cloning, may be created by destroying the bad 

qualities, highly unwanted, of the parents in embryo itself. Different from it, jl 

all negative qualities of a person are destroyed, as it is done in cloning, the 

person will not be different from a machine. There is every possibility of mu

tant and other atypical diseases in clones also. 
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Conclusion 
There arc only two alternatives. First-that human cloning is to be totally 

banned and second that it is restricted only to some cases. In the former case we 

will be technologically backward and in the later other aspirants will be de

prived for no dissimilar reason which is also a kind of backwardness. I am in a 

position, here, to conclude the discussion by the statement that cloning-technol

ogy, ethically, leads to a paradox that if society is technologically advanced, it 

is muddled with evil and if, technologically, backward, it is also evil. 

However, it can be said safely, as we have discussed earlier, that bioethical 

values can well be preserved and superman can be produced even in genetic 

system by applying the bio-technology of destroying chromosomes bearing 

qualities, highly unwanted, and promoting the chromosomes bearing excellence 

in embryo in the mother's womb. Promoting Sattva by adopting proper disci

plines and sublimating thoughts, for making the chromosomes, bearing excel

lence, more dominant, is highly secured and non-risky. This way, there will be 

no fear of losing identity and freedom of a clone different from the person of 

wh ich it is a clone' of deformation of the human nature and of moral and social 

values, as observed earlier, based on hereditary system. 

Before concluding the discussion, in this paper, I think it is obligatory on 

my part to consider the ethics of bio-technology and the morality of the 
Biotechnol iogicians and Bioengineers involved in cloning. It can not be a devi l's 
task because they are also mene of our society and, hence, cultured and knowl
edgeable peresons in the world. While indicating to the nature, field, scope arid 
aim of the bioethics, I, in the beginning of my paper, have already told that the 
morality of the bio-technologicians and engineers is to preserve any excellence 

and to manifest the human reason and power, assigned to them, to its highest 
extent and, thus, estimating from this point of view, their task ofcloning cannot 
be termed immoral. 

Human cloning is not against the religious faith that God is the only cre
ator because I find a basic difference between the creation by God, as some of 
the religions accept, and the human cloning by the bio-scientists. Those reli
gions themselves accept that God creates everything out of nothing but in hu
man cloning bio-technologicians and engineers create clones not out of nothing 
but in human cloning bio-technologicians and engineers create clones not out 
ofnothing but out of the genetic material to be precise, cells of the human body. 
Not on I)' that but those rei igions may not deny that the power and excellence of 
the bio-technologicians and engineers are also assigned naturally to them by 
God and they are ordained to man ifest them to the highest extent. 
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MORAL JUSTIFIABILITY OF VOLUNTARY EUTHANASIA 

PADMABATl RAKSHIT 

Though euthanasia has a long history, only in recent times it has drawn 
wide public attention. Contemporary advances in medical sciences, along with bio
medical technology, have made it possible to prolong human life in such ways that 
were not even dreamt of by our past generations. As a result it has not been unusual 
to find human beings 'living', incapableoffunctioning in recognizably human fashion 
anymore. Although their biological existence continues, the meaning of existence 
as human person has virtually lapsed. A human individual who is in irreversible 
coma is reduced to vegetative existence. Some patients may be alternating inescap
ably between excruciating pain and drug-induced stupor, losing all human capaci
ties, like intel-lectual pursuit, creative activity, etc. Religious people pray, and non
religious people hope, that death will come quickly to themselves. The prevalence 
of this attitud'e supports' the view that some human beings are 'better off dead, 
rather living. This attitude virtually leads us to the issue of euthanasia. 

The word 'euthanasia' derives from Greek words (eu = easy, thanatos 
=death) meaning 'an easy, painless death', But now-a-days it is used to refer to all 
types of killing, or letting die, of those human beings who are incurably ill and in 
great pain and distress, in order to spare them from further sufferings. In this ex
tended sense, there are different types of euthanasia: Voluntary euthanasia, in 
which the person assisted to die is a autonomous moral agent who decides himself 
for his own; involuntary euthanasia, in which the person killed, though capable of 

, consenting to his own death, does not in fact do so, either because he is not asked, 
or he rather chooses to go on living. There is, again, non-voluntary euthanasia in 
which the human being is incapable of understanding the choice between life and 
death. e.g., when a seriously handicapped, both physically and mentally, infant is 
given a lethal dose of injection, the doctor is performing a non-voluntary euthana
sia. Another type ofdistinction is made depending on the modality of performance, 
omission or commission: passive euthanasia and active euthanasia. In passive 
euthanasia the doctor does not do anything to bring about the patient's death, but 

the patients dies in natural course as treatment withheld. In active euthanasia, on 
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the contrary, the physician does something to bring about the patient's death, he 
'ki II's him, soto say. The doctor who gives a cancer patients a lethal dose of injec
tion is doing active euthanasia. 

However, each type of euthanasia raises some specific moral issues, though 
there is a common core of issue. In this article we have chosen voluntary euthana
sia for discussion, and as such we shall overlook the distinctive moral issues that 
non-voluntary or involuntary euthanasia raise. Also we shall not attend the distinc
tive issues that may arise from the distinction between killing someone and letting 
someone die, upon which the division of active and passive euthanasia is based. 

I 
In order to clarify the nature of voluntary euthanasia we should say some 

few words more. Voluntary euthanasia is a deliberate and intentional attempt of 
taking the life of a presurnbly hopeless person. Voluntary euthanasia is carried out 
at the request of the person himself when the person concerned is capable of con
senting, and does in fact, consent. Peter Singer, the leading exponent of practical 
ethics movement, points out' that euthanasia can be voluntary even if a person is 
not able to indicate the wish to die right up to the moment, .e.g., when the lethal 
dose of injection is pushed. A person may, while in good health, make a written 
request to the effect that, if, through accident or illness, he should come to be 
incapable of making or expressing a decision to die because of severe pain or com
plete collapse of his cognitive facilities, he may be killed. In killing a person who 
has previously made such a request and has reaffirmed it from time to time, and 
who is now in unresponsive stage, one could claim to be acting with his consent. 

On the empirical side, it may be noted that there is at least one country in 
which euthanasia has been legalised and it is Netherlands. Dutch doctors can carryout 
euthanasia, of course, under certain restrictions,' and can report th is on the death
certificate without fear of prosecution. More than two and half thousand deaths are 
being reported annually that are results of voluntary euthanasia assisted by doctors. 

II 

First we want to state and explain the principal arguments that are gener
ally adduced in favour of voluntary euthanasia, and, at the sametime, attempt to 
evaluate their moral worth from a holistic point of view. 

In the first place, we have the Argument from Mercy: Most of the term i
nally ill patients suffer pain and distress so horribly that it is beyond the compre
hension of those who have not actually experienced it. Their sufferings can be so 
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terrible that we do not like to read about it or think about it. The argument from 

mercy says that euthanasia in these cases is justified as it provides an end to their 

pain, distress and indignity. 

To illustrate, the great Irish satirist Jonathan Swift took eight years to die, 

while in the words of Joseph Fletcher,' 'His mind crumbled to pieces'. At times the 

pain in his blinded eyes was so intense that he had to be restrained from tearing 

them out with his own hands. Knives and other potential instruments ofsuicide had 
to be kept away from him. For the last three years ofhis life he could do nothing but 
sit and drool, and when he finally died, it was after convulsions that lasted for 

thirty-six hours. 

Let us now consider how far the argument is morally justified. Though on 

the common parlance actions done from mercy are regarded morally right, we, the 

student of philosophy, have some points to make against this argument. Moral 
philosophy teaches us that mercy and morality are not the samething. An action 

may be merciless, but morally commendable. Telling the truth often seems to be 

pitiless act, but it is not morally wrong. Some philosophers, e.g., Immanuel kant, 

contend that any action done from mercy or sentiment is devoid ofany moral worth. 

Kant Characterized such actions as 'pathological' action. Such compassionate acts 

may have other values, but are devoid of moral worth. 

Secondly, there is an Argumentfrom the Principle a/Classical Utilitarian
ism: An action or policy is to be judged right or wrong exclusively according to 

whether they cause pleasure (happiness) or pain (misery). An action is morally 
justified if and only if it brings about greater balance of pleasure over pain. The 
classical utilitarians consider all the actual and possible consequences of the action 

performed in terms of pleasure or pain, and weigh their overall utility. (It is to be 

noted that though the terms 'pleasure' and 'happiness' lack precision, it is clear from 

the writings of J.S.Mill, Jeremy Benthan and Henry Sidgwick that they refer to 

something that is experienced of felt.) The supporters of voluntary euthanasia ar

gue that when judged by this standard, euthanasia turns out to be morally justified. 
The argument may be stated as follows: 

I) Any action or pol icy is morally right if it serves to increase the overall amount of 

happiness in the world or to decrease the amount of misery; 

2) The policy of killing or letting die hopelessly ill patients with their consent who 

are suffering from great pain decreases the amount of misery in the world; 

3)Therefore, apolicy of euthanasia is morally righl. Obviously, if aterminally ill 
patient is allowed euthanasia we could decrease the misery and pain both for the 

individual level and for the society at large. 
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Let us now consider whether this argument is satisfactory. The major 

premise (I) of this argument states the principle of utility, which is the basic utili

tarian assumption. Most of the contemporary philosophers think that this principle 

is wrong, as the utilitarians hold that the promotion ofhappiness and the avoidance 

of misery are the only important things. Happiness, the critics claim, is the only 

one among such things. To illustrate, people might be happier if there is no free

dom ofreligion, for, if everyone adheres to the same religious beliefs, there would 

be greater harmony among people. But the fact is that even freedom of religion, as 

people have a right to make their own choice. Thus we find that the major premise 

of the utilitarian argument is not acceptable. 

In this connection we may recall kant who clearly refuses the principle of 

happiness: ' It is not necessary that whilst I live I should live happily; but it is 

necessary that so long as I live I should live honourably. Misery gives no right to 

any man to take his own life". 

On the other hand, the classical utilitarians must concede the possibility of 
cases in which it would better not to respect a person's desire to continue living for 
the sake of overall social benefits. Peter Singer advises sus to overlook this objec

tion as it does not apply killing that take place only with the genuine consent of the 

person concerned. But we should remind him that this does not demonstrate the 

validity of the utilitarian argument for euthanasia. 

Thirdly, the question of Right: We have a right to our own life and this 

right cannot be traded offagainst the preferences or pleasures ofothers. And it is an 

essential feature of a right that one can waive one's right if one so chooses. e.g., [ 
may have a right to privacy; but if! wish I can tell my daily details to my neighbours, 

and thus waive my right. In the same way, to admit that I have a right to life is also 
to admit that I can waive my right to life, and then can request my doctor to end my 

life. 

The argument from the question of right may seem prima acie satisfying. 
But a little reflection shows the irrationality inherent in the question of right to life. 

First, all right are 110t of the same type. We cannot equate the right to one's own life 

to one's right to property. There is an important difference - I may very well 
waive my right to property, if I do wish, and may later re-claim the same if I so 
choose. But the right to life or death is irreversible. The whole meaning of exist

ence is involved here. To be or not to be is not a mere matter of choice. There must 

be a limit to right, and attempt to suicide is that limit. Secondly, if we consider my 
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existence from a comprehensive outlook, we may find that human beings are the 

trustee of his self, while nature is its real possessor. The religious people refer to 
God as the owner of the whole existence, along with myself. We have no absolute 

right to our life and so cannot waive that right in order to embrace death. Kant says, 
"Humanity is one's own person something invioble; it is a holy trust; man is master 

ofall else, but he must not lay hands upon himself. A being who existed of his own 

necessity could not possibly destroy himself." It seems that those who advocate 

euthanasia seek to give the widest interpretation of right which makes it impossible 

to execute. 

Fourthly, the Argument from Personal Autonomy: The principle of indi

vidual autonomy tells us to allow a rational person to live his own life according to 
his own autonomous decission, free from coercion or interference. Now, if a ratio

nal person chooses to die, then the respect for personal autonomy leads us to assist 

him to do so. 

To this contention it may be.added that the autonomy referred to here is not 

real autonomy. Before establishing the point let us first take note of the intercon

nected notion of ,personhood' . Philosophers like Joseph Fletcher have compiled? a 

list of indicators of personhood that include self-awareness, self-control, a sense of 

future, a sense of the past, the capacity to relate to others, concern for others, com

munication and curiosity. Peter Singer has proposed 8 to use 'person' in the 

sense of rational and self-conscious being in order to capture those elements of 

human beings that are not covered by all members of the species 'Homo sapiens'. 

According to him, personal autonomy derives from these two characters of self

consciousness and rationality. 

But the fact is that person as envisaged by the supporters of euthanasia is 

not really autonomous: the person who chooses to die is conditioned by the ad
verse situation he is in. It is the then circumstances lead him is making such a 

crucial decision. And if there is no genuine autonomy, one's cannot be morally 

certified. It seems that the philosophers of practical ethics movement conceive of 

autonomy as the empirical capacity of choosing one thing from many. Following 

kant we may contend that the so called automony of a person who decides to die is 

a case of heteronomy," rather than autonomy. Only that actions which are done 

with autonomy according to reason's Categorical Imperative have moral worth. 

The person who thinks of suicide is a slave of the situation mixed with self-love. 
His decision follows from the promptings of desire and laws ofempirical nature; it 

has as its guide, in satisfying them, a principle or maxim whose content is the 
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con.r-ion of an act of choice and directed by a hypothetical imperative. We may 

again quote from Kant '...morality vanishes as soon as we see that man's freedom 
cant h:.ist except on a condition which is immutable. This condition is that 

man inav not use his freedom against himself to his own destruction but, that, on 

the .'. he should allow nothing external to limit it.'!" 

1lI 
Let us now consider the other side of the story, the arguments generally 

given against euthanasia. 

First, the Argumentfrom Nature: Every human being has a natural inclina

tion to continue living. Our reflexes and responses fit us to fight attackers, flee wild 
animals, and dogde out of the way of trucks. In our daily life we take utmost care 

for self-preservation. Our body is also structured for survival right down to the 
molecular level. When we are invaded by bacteria, antibodies are produced to fight 
against the alien organisms and their remains are swept out of the body by special 

cells designed for clean-up work. 

Euthanasia, of whatever kind it may be, does violence to this natural goal 

of survival. It is literally against nature, as all processes of nature are bent towards 

the end of bodily survival. Euthanasia defeats these subtle mechanisms in a way 

that a disease or an injury, e.g., might not. 

Furthermore, in doing so, euthanasia does violence to out dignity. Our d ig

nity comes from seeking our ends. When one of our goals is survival, and actions 
are taken that eliminate that goal, then our natural dignity suffer. Unlike animals, 

we are conscious through reason of our nature and our ends. Euthanasia involves 

acting as if this dual nature - tendency towards survival and awareness of this as 
an end - did not exist. Thus voluntary euthanasia denies our basic human charac
ter and requires that we regard ourselves as mere means. The person who proposes 
to destroy himself in order to escape from painful circumstances, he uses himself 
merely as a means to maintain a tolerable condition upto the end of life. But in 
doing so he refuses himselfas an end in himself." 

Secondly, the Argumentfrom Self-interest : As death is final and irrevers
ible, euthanasia contains within itself the possibility that we will work against our 
interest if we practice it, or allow it to be practised on us. Contemporary med ical 
science has made a tremendous progress, but still we could not say that it possesses 
perfect and complete knowledge. A mistake in diagnosis is possible, both humanly 
and medically. Consequently, we may believe that we are dying ofa disease when, 
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as a matter of fact, it is really not. We may think that we have no hope of recovery, 
when as a matter of fact we have a chance. Some miraculous recovery actually 
occurs. Now if euthanasia is permitted, there is a genuine risk of loss of interest. 

Peter Singer thinks'ithat against a very small number ofunnecessary deaths 
that might occur, if euthanasia is legalized, we must place the very large amount of 
pain and distress that will be sufferred, ifnot legalized, by patients who really are 

terminally ill. 

But we think that Singer's view is not convincing. It fails to make a differ
ence between prudence and morality. Mere prudence is not morality. Again, it 
violates the principle ofjustice as fairness. John Rawls has shown 13 that since each 
individual person desires to protect his own interests, no one has a reason to acquiese 
in an enduring loss for himself in order to bring out a greater net of balance of 
satisfaction. A person would not accept a decision imposed upon him merely be
cause it maximized the algebric sum of advantages irrespective of its permanent 
effects on his own basic rights and interests. 

Thirdly, the Argumentfrom Practical Effects (or the Slippery Slope Argu
ment) : The medical professionals are committed to saving lives. A life lost is, for 
them, a personal failure, an insult to their skills and knowledge. Euthanasia as a 
practice might well alter this. It could have rather a corrupting influence so that in 
any case that is severe, doctors and nurses might not try hard enough to save the 
patient. They might decide that the patient would simply be 'better off' dead and 
take the steps necessary to make that come about. This attitude could then carry 
over to their dealing with patients less seriously ill. The result would be an overall 
decline in the quality of medical care. Not only that, if euthanasia is legalized, the 
worst motion of physicians and family will take over, and all decisions will be 
made for the sake of money or convenience of the family, not for the interest of the 
dying patient. 

Furthermore, if euthanasia is permitted, the social practice of killing will 
snowball. Once physicans become accumstomed to killing terminally ill patients, 
they will accept killing less ill patient. In a famous article Leo Alexander, who 
witnessed the Nuremburg trials of the Nazi, has warned us against this practice. 
"The destructive principle once unleased is bound to engulf the whole personality 
and to occupy all its relationships. Destructive urges and destructive concepts aris
ing there cannot remain limited to, or focussed upon, one subject or several sub
jects alone, but must inevitably spread and be directed against one's entire sur
rounding world.':" 
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JV 
In the proceding two sections we have examined the pros and cons ofeu

thanasia, particulary voluntary euthanasia. We see that, although there are some 
rationale and points of prudence to make in favour of euthanasia, none of the argu
ments are morally convincing. A community or a state can think of legalization of 
euthanasia as a practical measure; but, theoretically considered, euthanasia is in
herently wrong, as it violates the nature, sanctity and dignity of human beings. 

We again refer to kant who has aptly shown the internal incoherence and 
wrongness of such actions as suicide and euthanasia. He suggessts that a terribly ill 
person who thinks of euthanasia is still in possession of his reason that can ask 
himself whether it could be consistent with his duty to himself to take his own life. 
From self-love I may adopt it as a principle to shorten my life when its longer duration 
is likely to bring more evil than satisfaction; but to be a moral law it must be 
universalizable.Then we must consider whether this principle founded merely on self
love can become universal law. We may see at once that a system of nature ofwhich it 
should be a law to destroy life by means of very feeling whose special nature it is to 
impel to the improvement of life would contradict itself, and consequently, inconsis
tent with the supreme principle of morality,viz., the categorical imperative. 
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THE BIOLOGICAL MODEL OF THE RELATION BETWEEN 
MIND AND BODY: IS IT SATISFACTORY? 

SHAMPA BHATTACHARYA 

One ofthe most crucial problems ofthe Philosophy of mind is the relation between 

mental states and physical states of the body, generally referred to as "the mind
body problem". It is a problem of such a great magnitude that it has foiled the 

attempts ofvarious philosophers to find a satisfactory solution to it. While dualists 

admit both mind and body and strive to show a relation between them, identity 

theorists reduce mind to body. Both these solutions seem to me unsatisfactory . 

What has inspired me to choose "The Biological model of the relation between 
Mind and Body: Is is satisfactory" as a topic of discussion is a completely new 

kind ofsolution suggested by John Searle. Searle tries to solve the problem without 

denying the existence of mind or that of body and this is where he deviates from 

identity theory and its difficulties. Nor does he approve of the relation between 

mind and body as conceived by the dualists, e.g., Descartes. Thus his position is 

also free from the the vice of traditional dualism. The aim of this paper is to 

explore the biological model suggested by Searle and see whether he has been able 

to come out of the impasse created by the views of the monists and the dualists. 

The question of the relation between mental phenomena and physical 

phenomena emerges as a problem because of the properties which mental 

phenomena themselves possess. When we reflect on mental phenomena we find 

that it is impossible for us to deny their two sets of properties: one set which 

inclines LIS to make a distinction between the mental and the physical; the other set 

which impels us to keep the mental within the physical world. The properties 

included under first set are consciousness, subjectivity, intentionally, rationality 
and self-awareness. None of these properties is found in the world of mere matter 

and so we tend to think that the mental is something quite distinct from the physical 

. But, on the other hand, we have to recognize another set of truth about the mental 

: that mind cannot be located completely outside the physical world. We cannot be 

located completely outside the physical world. We cannot conceive mind as an 

abstract entity, wh ich has no connection with body. Our notion of mind is always 

a disembodied mind. Furthermore, all of us, more or less recognize that there are 
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various kinds of causal connections between the mental and the physical; that the 

brain itself a physical organ of the body, is closely related to mental activity, and 

that the integrity and functioning of the brain is essential to the integrity and 

functioning of the mind. All of these considerations naturally lead us to think that 

the mental is somehow physical, because only something physical can have causal 

connection with physical phenomena, and, moreover, ifthe functioning ofthe brain 

which is a part ofthe physical body is essential to the functioning of the mind, then 

how can mind be something more than physical object? 

The problem which arises from the opposing setsofproperties possessed 

by the mind is that while the on set of property inclines us to 'accept the mental over 

and above the physical, the other makes us accept the rrientalas nothing other than 

the physical. How both the sets of properties of mind can"~-acconimodJtedin an 

account ofthe relation between mind and body really caus~a-Iotoften/on among 

the philosophers. And it is this tension which makes the mind-body problem worthy 

ofphilosophical interest. 

Any satisfactory solution to the problem would obviously include both 

sets of properties of mind. Simple elimination of one set or the other can ofcourse 

lead to a solution. But such a solution is beset with many difficulties. There are 

indeed philosophers who attempt to solve the problem only by accepting one set of 

property and discarding the other. Thus, on the one hand, there are dualists who 

treat mind and body as essentially distinct from one another: mind and body are 

two independent substances, somehow related to one another. On the other hand, 

there are monist who hold that there is only matter and no mind: they try to reduce 

mind to body or to some property of body. Both the dualists and the monists face a 

number ofdifficulties. The main problem for the dualists is how to account for the 

relationship between two entirely distinct entities. Though this particular problem 

does not arise for the monists since they admit only the existence of matter, they 

too face many problems. Here I will not discuss the problems which the monists 

and the dualists face; for here our main aim is to explore the solution suggested by 

Searle and see how much it is satisfactory. 

One important thing which I must point out at the outset is that unlike 

dualists, by "mind", Searle does not mean any substantive entity like selfor ego but 
a sequence of thoughts, feelings and experiences. Mind to him is synonymous with 

mental states and events which have four features ofconsciousness, Intentionality, 

subjectivity and mental causation. Intentionality is one ofthe most important features 

of mental states, The intentionality of a mental state is a property in virtue ofwhich 
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itcan represent object and state allllh ic wor!d. Bel ief, for instance, is intentional, 
for if I have a desire, I must have <i . ire for something. So Intentional mental 

states which are not intentional. p, "aelles. tickles, some cases of anxiety, 

depression are all instances of men!" ."Hes that are not intentional. They are not 

intentional because they are not drrec: !(, an) th mg. Every intentional mental state, 

Searle holds, has a representative C0111. "l and a psychological mode. If: for example, 

I believe that Mt. Everest is the hlg,~1 peak ill the world then my belief is the 

psychological mode and "that Mt. Everest is the is the highest peak in the world" is 

the representative content. It is the representative content of an intentional state 

that determ ines its conditions of success and this is what makes it a representation 

of a state of affairs. Conditions of success are those conditions under which 

intentional states are satisfied. Intentional states Iike bel iefs are satisfied on ly if 

they are correct, desires are satisfied. Intentional states like beliefs are satisfied 

only if they are correct, desires are satisfied only if they are fulfilled, intentions are 

satisfied on Iy if they are carried out. Another characteristics of intentional state is 

that they have a direction of fit either from "mind-to-world" or from "world-to

mind" . Intentional states like belief have the "mind-to-world"direction of fit and 

some like desires, intentions have "world-to-m ind" direction of fit. Belief has the 

"mind-to-world" direction of fit, because if belief turns out to be a false belief, it is 

the belief and not the world which is responsible for its falsity. One can change 

one's belief in order to cope with the world but one cannot change the world in 

order to cope with one's belief. Beliefs can be true or false. But desires, intentions 

cannot be true or false. They can only be fu lfi lied or carried out. Desires, intentions 

have the "world-to-mind" direction of fit, because when desires or intentions are 

not fulfilled or carried out, it is notthey themselves but the world which is responsible 

for their remaining unfulfilled or for not being carried out. However, there are 

some intentional states which do not have any direction of fit -neither from "01 ind

to-world" nor from "world-to-mind" . Iffor example I am happy at the grand success 

of my friend in a tough examination, then it goes without saying that my happiness 

is accompanied with the belief that my friend has made a grand success and a wish 

that my friend made the success. But still my happiness cannot be true or false like 

belief nor can be fulfilled like desire. Happiness, pleasure, sorrow have no direction 

of fit. 

According to Searle, every intentional state with a representative content 

and a direction of fit is a representation of some object or state of affairs. The 

representational properties of an Intentional state are inherent in the nature of 

intentional state itself. For every intentional state, some state of affairs would count 

as satisfying the representative content of the intentional state, and what state of 
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.affairs that is depends on the representative content of the intentional state. Thus, 
Searle holds, the representative content of an intentional state determines its 
conditions ofsuccess and every intentional state is thereby said to represent a state 
ofaffairs. So intentionality ofa mental state is a property which it has inherently in . 
virtue of its own representative content. Searle believes that mental states can be 
characterizedas intention~1 even when there exist no objects or states ofaffairs to 
satisfy the representative contents of the mental states. Whatelse is required to 
show that Searle admits the autonomy of mind? The implication of admitting 
intentionality as an intrinsic property of mental states and events is that Searle ~ .: , .~ 

believes in the real existence of mental states and events. 

But though Searle admits the autonomy of mental states and events, he is
 
not a dualist. Unlike the dualists he never regards mind and body as two distinct
 
entities. In his approach to give a solution to the mind-body problem he does not
 
deny the real existence and causal efficiency of mental states and events nor does
 
11e maintain a dualism between mental states and events. The model he suggests for
 
showing how mental phenomena are related to physical phenomena is a biological
 
one. According to him, mental states and events are real and they are real in the
 
sense in which any biological phenomena like digestion, lactation, etc. are real. He
 
holds that mental phenomena, like biological phenomena, are caused by the
 
processes occurring in the brain. To quote him, "Mental phenomena, all mental
 

phenomena whether conscious or unconcious, visual or auditory, pains, tickles,
 
itches, thoughts indeed all of our mental life, are caused by processes going on in
 
the brain'". I our sensations of pains, for example, are caused by the firings of a
 
large number of neurons at large number of synapses. Let us describe it in detail.
 
When, for instance, a child being quite ignorant about the fury of the fire puts his
 
hand into it, what happens is that the impulses are carried from sensory nerve end ings
 
to the spinal cord by a kind of fibre called Delta C fibre. In the spinal cord, the
 
sensation passes through a region known as the tract of Lissauer and terminates on
 
the neurons of the cord. From the spinal cord the sensations enter into the brain
 
through the burning pain pathway. There are two pathways - one for prickling
 

pain and another for burning pain. Both these pathways pass through the thalamus,
 
but while the prickling pain pathway is situated backwards in the somato-sensory
 
context, the burning pain pathway take the sensation not only to the context at the
 
upper part of the brain but also to the hypothalamus and other regions at the base of
 
the brain. For these differences we can easily locate where one sticks a pin but not
 
where we exactly feel burning sensation. Our sensations of pain, then, are caused
 
by the functioning ofthe brain in response to external stimulus. What Searle wants
 

to emphasize is that Iike pain all other mental phenomena are caused by processes
 
inside the brain. To be mental is to be caused by the brain.
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Furthermore, mental phenomena are not only caused by biological 

phenomena but they themselves also cause other biological phenomena. As Searle 
says : fl ••••• mental states are caused by biological phenomena and in turn cause 
other biological phenomena. If one wanted a label one might call such a view" 
biological naturalism". 'Wilting to raise my arm', is for instance a mental state. 
When I wish to raise my arm, a number of processes occur in my brain. Brain 

activity causes bodily movements by physiological processes. Both Descartes and 
Searle agree on the point that mind and body interact. But there is a disagreement 
between them. While Descartes regards mind and body as two distinct entities 

Searle never thinks them to be so. 

But Searle's view that mental states are caused by physical states and in 
turn cause other physical states has raised an immediate objection: How can Searle 
speak ofcausal relation between two completely different kinds of things? Mental 
entities belong to one category and physical entities, to another. But causal relation 
cannot obtain between two ontologically different categories. So if Searle adm its a 
causal relation between the mental and the physical then he wi II have to face the 
following dilemma: Lf, on the one hand, Searle admits the relation between the 
mental and the physical as causal then causal relation will turn outto be completely 
mystorious, and if, on the other hand, Searle admits an ideal account of causation 
according to which the events which are causally connected are governed by causal 
laws and causal laws are always physical laws then mental states and events wi II 
lack causal efficiency. Either one will advocate dualism and, therefore, have a 
mystorious notion of causation or one will have an ideal account of causation and, 
therefore, have to give up the idea that mental states and events have causal capacity. 

According to Searle, the objections which have been raised against him 
would really be quite significant for him if the mental and the physical were two 
separate entities for him. But he holds that there is no dualism between mind and 
body, for mental states and events are caused by the brain processes and at the 
same time are realized in the brain. And if we can understand how mental states are 
caused by and realized in the brain, then we can overcome the specific difficulties 
of dualistic account. 

To explain how mental states are caused by brain processes and are also 
realized in the brain he refers to some sort of causal relationship in nature. Any 
physical system has global or surface feature and micro-level elements. He cites 
the example ofwater. Water is composed of H molecules. The liquidity ofwater

20 

is surface or global feature and Hp are micro-particles. Global features are those 
which are formed from combination of micro-level elements. The liquidity ofwater 
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.is formed as result of combination of Hp molecules. So the relation between the 
H,G molecules and the liquidity of water is clearly causal. Thus the liquidity of 
w~ter is caused by the behaviour of rnicro-elements, and at the same time is a 

feature of the very system in question. When we say the water is liquid we do not 
mean to say that the Hp molecules perform a special type of function. Rather by 
describing the water as liquid we just describe the molecules at a higher level than 
that of the individual molecule. Moreover, the liquidity' of water also functions as 

cause. Since water is liquid, we can drink it, we can wash clothes in it, and so on. 
But here one may ask; .. How can there be a causal relation between the H20 

molecules and the liquidity since water is both liquid and a combination of Hp 
molecules ."? According to Searle, it is wrong to think that there can be a causal 
relation only between two distinct events; causal relation can obtain between two 
phenomena belonging at different levels even within the same underlying stuff. 
The solidity ofthe door too is an example ofglobal feature which is both caused by 
behaviour of elements at the micro-level and is realized in the system made up of 
micro-elements. As Searle says "...two phenomena can be related by both causation 
and realization provided that they are so at different levels of description."! 

Now if we apply the analogy of water to the study of mind, we find that 
just as the liquidity ofwater is a global feature which is both caused by the micro
level elements and is realized in the system made up of micro-level elements, so 
the mental states and events are global features which are both caused by micro 
structures of the brain and are realized in the system made up of micro-structures. 
Out of the combination ofneuron-frings in the synapses mental states and events 
are formed. So the relation between micro-structures of the brain and mental states 
is clearly causal. Our sensations ofpains, as we have seen, is caused by a number of 
processes that begin at free nerve-endings and end in the brain. But wherein this 
causal account is the pain located? It is right there in the brain where these processes 
are taking place. That is, the pain is both.caused by the processes occurring in the 
brain and is realized in the structure ofthe brain. Thusjust as the liquidity ofwater 
is caused by the elements at the micro-level, and is a feature realized in the system 
made up of micro-elements, so the mental states and events are caused by micro
structures of the brain and is a feature real ized inthe brain made up of neurons. 
And like the liquidity of water mental states and events too have causal capacity. 

Just as the liquidity of water is caused by the interaction ofHP molecules and in 
turn also functions of cause, so the mental states and events are caused by brain 
states and in turn also cause further brain states. 

But the question which arises is' how mental states can have causal 
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efficiency. Even if it be granted that mental states are caused by and realized in 
brain processes, how can mental states themselves function as cause? When a . 
person wills to raise his hand what happens is that his hand goes up. But his hand 

goes lip only due to contraction of muscles which are caused by the firings of a . 
large number neurons at large number of synapses. So why should the movement 
of the arm be an example ofa physical event caused by a mental event? In order to 
ausv cr this question 'Searle takes the help ofan analogy - the analogy ofexplosion 

in the cylinder ofa four-cycle internal combustion engine. In the cylinder ofa four
cycle internal combustion engine the explosion is caused by the spark plug firing 

through both the explosion and the spark plug firing are caused by behaviour of 

elements at the micro-level and are realized in the micro-elements structure. In 
exactly the same way, the movement of the arm is caused by willing though both 
the movement of the arm and the willing are caused by brain-processes at the neuron 

level and are realized in the system made up of neurons. Let us describe both the 
cases in detail. The explosion in the cylinder is caused by the spark-plug firing 
which in turn is caused by the rise in temperature between the electrodes to the 

kindling point of airfuel mixture. So it is this rise in temperature which is causally 
responsible for the explosion in the cylinder. But this rise in temperature is caused 

by the movement ofmolecules and is realised in the molecular structure. Moreover 

the explosion is caused by the oxidization of hydrocarbon molecules and is realized 
in the structure made up of hydrocarbon molecules. Now if we consider the case of 
the movement of arm, we find that the movement of the arm is caused by muscle
contraction which in turn is caused by the firings of a large number of neurons at 
large number ofsynapses and realized in the system made up of neurons. Moreover, 
the willing is caused by the neural processes at the micro-level and is realized in 
the system made up of neurons, and it is these resultant neural processes which 

cause the movement of the arm. Thus there is no difficulty in supposing the causal 
capacity of mental states and events. The mental states and events are caused by 
brain processes and in turn cause further brain states.. 

Searle holds that we do not have a perfect knowledge about how the brain 
works and so we do not know in exact terms how mental phenomena are caused by 
brain processes at the neuronal level and how they are realized in the structure of 
the brain. And it is for this reason that we face many difficulties in describing the 
relation between the mental and the physical phenomena. But these difficulties are, 
according to him, only empirical or conceptual; there are really no logical 

metaphysical difficulties. So Searle holds that we can in no way deny the real 

existence and causal efficiency of mental phenomena. Like any biological 
phenomena they are real and are capable offunctioning causally. As Searle puts it 
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: "My own speculation, and at the present state ofour knowledge ofneurophysiology
 
. it can only be a speculation, is that if we come to understand the operation of the
 

brain in producing intentionality, it is likely to be on principles that are quite different
 
from those we now employ, as different as the principles of quantum mechanics
 
are from the principles of Newtonian mechanics; but any principle to give us an
 
adequate account of the brain, will have to recognize the reality of, and explain the
 

causal capacities of, tile intentionality of the brain." 

Now though Searle tries to find a solution to the mind-body problem by 
introducing a biological model ofmental states and events he is not very successful 

in his attempt to solve the problem. We have no doubt that his attempt in this 
direction is laudible. The clarity, elegance and informality of his exposition, the 
fresh insight and depth that he exhibits are greatly simulating. Yet there are some 
difficulties which arise from his view of how the mind belongs to the brain. 

There can be two different interpretations of the relation of mind to brain. 
One is event interpretation and the other isproperty interpretation. According to 
event interpretation, mental states and events are something like events that go on 
in the brain. This becomes clear from Searle's remark: "People actually think, and 

thinking goes on in their brains.' 

According to the property interpretation mental states and events are 
properties of the brain. And this is also clear form Searle's own remark : 
"consciousness...is a real property ofthe brain. "6 It is further evident from the analogy 
drawn by him between the liquidity ofwater and the mental state and event. Just as 
the liquidity of water is aproperty of water, so the mental state is a property of the 
brain. 

But neither of these interpretations is free from troubles. One problem for 
both of these interpretations is that mental events (e.g. sensations and the like) 

occur in some particular part of the body and not in the brain. Tooth-ache, for 
example, is a pain which occurs in the tooth and not in the brain. So how can it be 
either event or property ofthe brain? Another problem for these interpretations is 
that we ascribe most mental states and events to a person and not to his brain. For 
instance, we say that Tom is because he is a creature with a brain which functions 
in the normal way. But does it follow from this that mental events are properties or 
events of the brain? 

One can say that neither of these two problems is very serious. So far as the 

first problem is concerned, there is, of course some plausibility in saying that 
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whenever we have tonth-arhc we feel pain in the tooth and not in the brain. But 
why do we feel pain at all '! We do so hecause ofthe working of the brain. Since the 

brain works, we feel pain. Or we may say, since the brain represents the sensation 

to occur in the tooth \'.' ! •. ,:l pain ill the tooth. So we have to distinguish between 

two places, one place III winch the pam literally takes place and the place in which 

it is represented as takuig place. 

The second problem too can be answered with the help of two arguments. 

The first argument is of the following kind: There is actually no conflict between 

the sayings"Tom is thinking" and "Tom's brain is thinking". Is there any difficulty 

when we say "Tom is eating his afternoon meal 7"The answer is "No". Ifno difficulty 

arises when we ascribe eating to Tom knowing quite well that eating is an activity 

of Tom's mouth then why should difficulty arise in case of thinking 7 Just as eating 

is an activity ofTom's mouths so thinking is an activity ofTom's brain. When Tom 

eats, some activities go on in his mouth; in the same way when Tom thinks, some 

activities go on in his brain. Thus why should there be any contradiction between 
sayings" Tom is thinking" and "Tom's brain is thinking". 

The second argument is as follows: If Tom's brain and nervous system are 

separated from his body and kept alive in vat and then ifhis brain is stimulated then 

Tom would respond in the same way as he had responded earlier. So, according to 

this argument, in principle all that is required for mental state to occur is the brain. 

The other parts ofthe body are required to keep the brain alive. Thus if this argument 

is accepted, there can be no conflict between the two sayings already quoted. 

But there are other more serious problem particularly the problem of the 
"double-life" theory. Searle's claim that the mental states are features of the brain 

indeed is another version of the double-life theory. Ifmental states are features of 

the brain and all of our overt expressions of thought as writing, reading, speaking 

and other forms of conduct are caused by brain activities then does not it follow 

that they are all accompained and caused by covert mental states wh ich occur in the 

brain? Just as Descartes has been criticized for the double-life theory, so Searle 

can too be criticized for his revival of another version of double-life theory. 

One problem for the double-life theory is that it does not get support from 
introspection. The implication of Searle's version is that all overt expressions of 

thought are caused by thinking to oneself or a kind of thinking which we may call 

brain-thinking. But when we introspect we do not always find that there is silent 

brain thinking corresponding to all ofour overt acts of thought. Moreover, sometimes 
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it happens that our vague and incoherent inner thinking becomes clear only in the 

very act of expressing them . So how can an overt expression of thought be 

accompained or caused by an act of brain-thinking of the same thought? 

Another support for the double-life theory comes from Searle's theory of 
Intentionality. According to Searle, mental states have intrinsic intentionality and 

words and sentences have derived intentionality. Internal to every intentional state, 

Searle holds, there is the intentional content which determines its conditions of 

success. So intentionality is a property which a mental state has inherently in virtue 

of its own intentional content. But words and sentences, on the other hand, have 

physical level of realization which cannot have intrinsic intentionality; their 
intentionality is derived from the intentionality of mental states. The source of 

derived intentionality is always something that possesses intrinsic intentionality. 

From this it follows that intentionality of overt expressions of thought cannot be 

intrinsic but must be derived: it is derived from mental states that are intrinsically 

intentional. And so, in order to have intentionality all overt expressions of thought 

must be accompained and caused by covert mental states - brain-thinking. 

There are several difficulties of this argument. Firstly, many mental states 

like thoughts, desires, emotions cannot have intrinsic intentionality. When, for 

example, we think to ourselves or desire within ourselve,s we use words. Without 

using words how can one think to oneselfor desire within oneself? So not all mentai 

states have intrinsic intentionality; at least some of them have derived intentionality. 

Secondly, the speaker's covert mental states do not play any role in causing 

the derived lnteruionality or normal reference of words and sentences. If, for 

example, I say" Jack is an honest man" then the reference of the word "Jack" does 

not depend on my mental states. Of course, I may have some wrong belief about 

the reference of "Jack", and may utter "Jack" with the intention to refer to a person 
other than "Jack". The standard or conventional reference of any word is not 

dependant on our present or past mental activity. So if the derived Intentionality of 

words mean the normal reference of words then the speaker's mental states have no 
essential causal role. 

Another objection is based on an apparent contradiction between the two 

claims made by Searle. In his book fntentionaligy Searle, on the one hand, claims 
that he is concerned not with any ontological question but with a logical analysis of 

intentional states, for what makes a mental state an intentional state is not its 

ontological category but its logical properties,Thequestion" How are intentional 
states realized ?" is an ontological question and such question, according to Searle, 
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is irrevaleut to its logical properties. On theother hand he claims that mental states 
are higher order biological phenomena" Because mental states are features of the 
brain they have two levels ofdescription' a higher level in mental terms and a lower 
level in psychological terms" So there is an apparent contradiction between his 
two claims. As soon as he says that mental states are biological phenomena, he is 

concerned with an ontological question but only with a logical analysis of 

intentional ity of mental states? 

There are still other difficulties. We have seen that one of Searle's main 

thesis is that the conscious mind is a biological phenomenon. But the questions 
which strike us are: How does Searle, in the first place, speak of causal relation 
between the mental and the physical especially when the former is characterized 
by the temporal and horizontal character? And, in the second place, why does 
Searle hold that mental states are realized in only brain processes? we will discuss 

these two questions in succession. 

All intentional mental states have temporal and horizontal character. An 
intentional state, according to Searle, cannot determine its conditions of success 
individually, for in order to have an intentional state the subject concerned must 
also possess some other intentional state. An intentional state cannot be individuated 
exclusively from other intentional state. So if we want to determine the conditions 
of success of an intentional state, we can never determine it independently but 
always have to depend on other intentional state. Intentional mental states must 
always be embedded in a system of intentional state. No intentional mental state 
can be obtained singly divorced from a historical temporal background. Whenever 
we get any intentional state we get it as characterized by temporal and horizontal 
character. But if intentional states are characterized by this sort oftemporality and 
horizontality then how can they be caused by physical states or brain states? 

Moreover, we cannot even conceive of mental states as without any cause, 
because if we think that mental states, within the causal order of nature, evolve 
without any cause that would be a miracle. Thus if mental states are thought to be 
parts of this nature, they must also be subject to some or other sort of causal law. 
But how can they be ? While mental states are transcendental' causal Jaws are 
mundane. If there exists no world, causal laws cannot operate. But an Intentional 
state can in principle be meaningful even if there exists no world. Therefore mental 
states cannot belong to the causal order of nature. 

Now, we will concentrate on our second question: Why does Searle hold 
that mental states are realized in only brain processes? What is there in the mind 
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that prevents it from being realized in non-biological system? In fact this is the 

very point on which proponents of strong artificial intelligence (AI) lay emphasis, 

because it is they who compare human brain with a digital computer. According to 

strong AI "the brain is just a digital computer and the mind is ju-t a computer 
program .....The mind is to the brain as the program is to the computer ."8 So one 
consequence of strong Al is that "there is nothing essentially biological about the 
human mind ....On this view, any physical system whatever that had the right 
program with the right inputs and outputs would have a mind in exactlythe same 

sense that you and I have minds". 9 

Searle's answer to this view depends on the fact that the symbols employed 

in computer operations are purely syntactic. But mental states, on the contrary, are 

by definition, semantic. The mind has more than a syntax, it has a semantic; So the 

mind can never be a computer program. To illustrate this point Searle gives a 
Chinese room argument. Let us suppose that a person, who does not understand 

the Chinese language IS locked in a room and supplied with some rules for producing 

appropriate Chinese output after receiving Chinese input ( to him both input and 
output are mere formal symbols) . He does so in such a skilful way that people 

outside the room do not understand that he is quite ignorant about the Chinese 

language. Then in this situation even though the person behaves as if he is 

understanding Chinese, he, in fact, does not understand chinese. From this argument 

what Searle wants to say is that even if a computer responds appropriately to a 

certain given input, it does not follow that (computer) understands it. For Searle 

"Understanding a language, or indeed, having mental states at all involves more 

thanjust having a bunch offormal symbols. It involves having an interpretation or 
a meaning attached to those symbols"!" This argument, according to Searle, rests 

on a very simply logical truth, namely, syntax alone is not sufficient for semantics. 

However William J. Rapaport one ofthe AI researchers, is of the view that 

for the purpose of understanding syntax is sufficient for semantics. To have 

semantics, according to him, means one of two things, either to (1) "be able to 

associate internal formal symbols with external objects ...or (2) be bale to 
associate internal formal symbols with other internal former symbols The closest 

we come to doint (1) is by doing (2) ; by associating one set (better, one 

interconnected network) of internal symbols with another. The first network of 

symbols might be linguistic while the second might be internal representations of 

external sensory input (visual, auditory, tactile, olfactory or combination ofthese). 

That, is a linguistic string by itself has no meaning; but a string in a context - a 

network of other strings, Iinked to direct causal representations of the world 

does have a meaning ... Now, these correlations among internal symbols are 
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methodologically solipsistic, but they arc also all that's needed for the appropriate 
semantics."!' 

Searle however responds to this argument by saying that the sounds of the 

robot omit lack meaning and or reference since the robots have no mind and therefore 

do not represent the word-world connections to themselves. To quote him, "As 

long as I have the symbol with no knowledge of its causes or how it got there, I 

have no way of knowing what it means. The causal interactions between the robot 

and the rest ofthe world are irrelevant unless those causal interactions are represented 

in some mind or other.':" 

And this, Searle argues, cannot be done only syntactically. But why not? 

Correlation among symbols is a form of mere symbol manipulation. And there is 

no reason why the robot cannot have symbols representing the source of other 

symbols. 

Now, even ifwe grant Searle's argument from semantics sti II then he cannot 

escape criticism. In his book Minds, Brains and Science, at the end of chapter 2, 

Searle says"Anything else that caused minds would have to have causal powers at 

least equivalent to those ofthe brain."!' That is anything causing minds must have 

the power to cause intentionality exhibited by the mental states in the brain. Now, 

our question is how Searle can say that only biological systems have such powers? 

Even though upto the present date only biological systems have the powerto cause 

minds, it does not follow logically that such powers are confined only to biological 

systems. That is, even if mental phenomena are biological phenomena, it does not 

follow that they are essentially biological. Furthermore, even if we grant mental 

phenomena as essentially biological then also we do not understand how what is 

biological about them explains what is mental about them. They are biological in 

virtue of being caused by the neuron-frings in the brain and realized in the brain. 

But they are mental in virtue of having such features as intentionality, subjectivity 

and conciousness . And we do not understand how neuron-firings can have any 

bearing on them. It seems that neuron-firings must have strange causal powers 

indeed if they can cause brain states to have such mental features. So Searle cannot 

claim that mental phenomena are biological phenomena. 

Thus though Searle tries to find a solution to the mind-body problem from 

a neuriphysiological point ofview, he has not bee~ able to come out of the impasse 

created by the views of the monists and the dualists. His biological model cannot 

be regarded as a satisfactory solution to the said problem. 
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TRUTH AND DESIGNATON 

MAMATA BANDYOPADHYAY 

Frege uses a special assertion sign' 1-', which when prefixed to a sentence 

indicates that the sentence is asserted. Sentences have various uses and the most 

conspicuous use of a sentence is to make an assertion. Assertion of a sentence, In 

Frege's logic, is the expression of the recognition of its truth. The constituents of 

the assertion sign '\-' are the horizontal stroke '-' and the vertical stroke 'I' . The 

horizontal stroke, which Frege calls the content stroke, represents a function whose 

values are only truth-values. This function is symbolized as '-x' . The value. of this 

function, according-to Frege, shall be the True if the true is taken as argument, and 

that contrariwise, in all other cases the value of this function would be the False, 
I.e., both when the argument is the False and when it is not a truthvalue at all I. Thus 

'-1+3 = 4' is the True, Whereas both '-1+3 = 5' and '--4' are the False. The 

vertical stroke 'I', which precedes the horizontal, indicates that we are not writing a 

truth-value, but asserting something. The expression' 1-1+3 = 4', does not designate 

a truth-value, it asserts something. The horizontal within the assertion sign helps 

Frege to fill up truth-value gaps within a two-valued logic, sentences which are 

neither true nor false are reduced to false ones when combined with the horizontal. 

Dummett uses the notion of assertion to explain the speaker's mastery of a 

given language, he also explains the notion oftruth in terms ofwarranted assertibility 

and uses this notion of assertibility to f II up truth-value gaps. 

To the question: what semantic knowledge suffices for the mastery of a 

given language, the Fregean answer is that it is the knowledge ofthe truth-conditions 

of its sentences. This Fregean answer has also been adapted by the truth-conditional 

theory of meaning, which is a realist theory of meaning according to Durnrnett; it is 

the theory that the meaning of a sentence is its truth-conditions. Dummett points 

out that the realists allow someone to have a conception of a sentence's being true 

even in the absence of the evidence on the basis of which he could be said to have 

the knowledge of the truth-conditions of the sentence as obtaining. The truth

conditions of a sentence, which are taken to be giving its meaning according to 

them, is recognition-transcendent or verification-transcendent, while truth is 
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something absolute and not relativized to an interpretation or a model. It is the 

characteristic of such a theory that it endorses the principle of bivalence - the 
principle that every statement (ofthe disputed class) is determ inately either true or 

false. 

Dummett opposes this view and replaces it by his antirealist thesis that to 
know the meaning ofa sentence is toknow the conditions that warrant the sentence's 

assertion (or denial). He thinks that learning a language is learning a practice, learning 
to respond verbally or non-verbally to utterances and to be able to make appropriate 
utterances in appropriate circumstances. Learning this practice also includes being 

able to recognize utterances of sentences as correct or as incorrect. But this is 
different from knowing the conditions which must obtain if a sentence is to be true. 
It can not even be said that what a person does when he understands a sentence 
manifests his knowledge of such (truth) conditions. Dummett admits that in the 

case ofsome sentences, which do not raise any difficulty; e.g., in the case ofsentences 
belonging to 'Lower Storeys' of our language it is possible for us to grasp their 
truth-conditions in 'some more direct way", in their case the conditions for their 
truth and the conditions for their correct assertibility coincide. We assume, by 

analogy, that all sentences of our language are determinately either true or false, 
which is actually notthe case. Dummett speaks ofthree principal sentence forming 

operations - the subjunctive conditional, the past tense and quantification over 

unsurveyable or infinite totalities] - which allow us to frame undecidable sentences, 

i.e., sentences which do not have any recognizable truth-value. Dummett points 
out that such sentences are meaningful and we can make significant assertions by 

using them, though we do not have any effective means at present by which we can 
determine them to be true or false. 

Dummett explains the notion of truth as related primarily to the linguistic 

act of assertion. An assertion is either correct or incorrect, the correctness or 
incorrectness of an assertion being related to the content of the assertion, i.e., to 
what is said by means of the assertion. To grasp the content of an assertion is to 

know in what circumstances its assertion is to bejudged correct and in what incorrect. 
For example, a person who knows the content of the assertion 'A.B' knows that its 
assertion is correct when both 'A' and 'B' are true, and incorrect in all other three 
possible cases. The conditions for the correct or incorrect assertibil ityofa sentence 
must be jointly exhaustive and mutually exclusive if the sentence is not ambiguous, 
i.e., the assertion has a definite content. But this is not to say that the notion of 
truth, as used by the realists, always coincides with the notion of correctness of an 

assertion. A distinction is to be drawn here between the truth ofwhat someone says 
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and the ground for his thinking it true'. Dummett makes a distinction between the 

different ways in which the assertion of a sentence may be correct and the different 

ways in which it may be incorrect corresponding to which we have different types 

of truths and different types of falsehoods. These different types of truths and 

falsehoods are, according to Durnmett, different designated and different 

undesignated values. He writes, 

The elements of the valuational system are taken as truth values, it being assumed 

that each sentence has determinately exactly one ofthese truth-values. The content 

of an assertion of any sentence then amounts to claim that the sentence has a 

designated value. If we use the words 'true' and 'false' as corresponding, respectively, 

to 'has a designated value' and 'has an undesignated value', then the different 

designated values become different ways in which a sentence may be true, the 

different undesignated values become different ways in which a sentence may be 

false'. 

The distinction thus drawn between different designated and undesignated values 
helps Dummett not only to fill up truth-value gaps, but also to justify his acceptance 
of multivalence instead of bivalence for sentences. 

In this connection we may refer to Dummett's distinction between two 

different notions of truth-values depending on the two different ways in which a 
sentence may be used. i) A sentence may be used as a complete utterance by means 

of which a linguistic act may be effected. A sentence may be used as a correct or an 

incorrect assertion by itself. (ii) A sentence may be used as a constituent part of 
another sentence and thus may have a semantic role in determining the assertibility 
conditions of the corresponding compound sentences. 

The notion oftruth-value as associated with the use of a sentence by itself, 
according to Dummett, is primarily connected with the assertoric use of language 

- whether we make a correct or an incorrect assertion by using a sentence - we 

do not need, at this level, to make any distinction between the different ways in 
which the assertion may be correct (or incorrect). For example, the assertion of the 

sentence 

The man living in that house died yesterday 

may be incorrect, either because there is no man in the house (i.e., the sentence 

contains a description without a bearer) or because of the fact that the man did not 

die (i.e., the predicate does not apply to the subject). In this regard, Dummett thinks, 
there is no difference in the assertibility conditions of the following two sentences 
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The man living in that house died yesterday
 

and
 
There was a man living in that house and he died yesterday.
 

Both Frege and Strawson are of the opinion that of these two sentences, the 

former would be neither true nor false and the latter, simply false if there was no 
man in the house. But Dummett's point here is that in asserting anyone ofthe above 
two sentences the speaker does not allow either that the house was empty or that 
the man Iiving in that house did not die. Hence, if anyone of these states of affairs 
obtains, an assertion of any of these sentences would be incorrect, i.e., both the 
sentences would have some undesignated value. Here Dummett, instead of 
distinguishing between a sentence's being false and its being neither true nor false, 
distinguishes between two different ways in which sentences may have undesignated 
values. The different ways in which a sentence may have a designated or an 
undesignated value, however, does not affect the assertion of a sentence occurring 
by itself. Thus as long as we are concerned with the assertibility conditions of a 
simple sentence, i.e., a sentence which does not contain another sentence as its 
part, we need not know what type of designated value (or undesignated value) the 
sentence has, we need to be concerned simply with the question whether the sentence 
has a designated value or an undesignated value. 

The former notion i.e., the notion of truth-value associated to a sentence 
assertible by itselfdiffers, according to Durnrnett, from the notion oftruth-value of 
a (simple) sentence which is required to determine the truth-value of a logically 
complex sentence containing it, because in the case of the latter we.have to make a 
distinction between different designated and undesignated values that the subordinate 
sentences have. Dummett thinks that there is no a priori ground for assuming that 
these two notions of truth-values should coincide". 

The distinction between these two notions of truth-values, made by 
Dummett, may be regarded as an expression of his antiholistic doctrine of 
molecularism, viz., the doctrine that 'the unit ofdiscourse is the sentence" According 

to this doctrine the meaning of a simple or an atomic sentence is determined 
completely by the meanings of its component expressions without appeal to other 
sentences of the language. The assertibility condition (or the truth-value)of a 
compound sentence, therefore, depends on the type of assertibility condition(s) 
that the component sentence(s) has (have). This profit may be explained after 
Dummett with the help of some examples. 

One way of making a compound out of a simple sentence is by negating 

the original one. Under the interpretation provided by Dummett, to negate a sentence 
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is not simply to reverse the conditions of its correct assertibility. Rather we have to 

make a distinction between the different ways in which the assertion ofthe sentence 

is correct (or incorrect). An obvious example is provided by sentences containing 

empty singular terms, Assertions of such sentences as well as their denials are 

equally incorrect. We have, therefore, to make a distinction between, for example, 

an assertion's being correct (or incorrect) for containing a name without a bearer, 

and it's being correct (or incorrect) in any other way. Thus we have to distinguish 

between the different ways in which a sentence may be true and the different ways 

in which it may be false. A sentence, for example, may he false in the sense that its 

assertion is incorrect though it does not contain any empty singular term; it is then 

false in the first way (False I). The negation operator converts such a sentence, 

according to Dummett, as to have the value True, iI5 it converts a True sentence to 
a False 1. But when a sentence is false for making an incorrect assertion as it 

contains a name without a bearer, it is false in the second way (False 2). The negation 

of such a sentence also has the value False 2, according to Dummett, That is, in 

such cases, the assertion ofa sentence as well as its negation are both incorrect. So 

wc have one three-valued truth-table for negation. 
p -p 

r Fl 

Fl T 

F2- F2 
in which F I and F2 mark two different undesignated values. Similarly a conditional 

statement may have two different designated values depending on whether its 

antecedent is true or not. If, for example, a conditional statement is true when its 

antecedent is also true, the statement is true in the first way (True 1).1f, on the other 

hand, it is true when its antecedent is false, it is true in the second way (True 2). 
Now the negation operator is to be taken in a way as to covert a True I sentence to 

a False and a False sentence to a True 1 sentence, but a True 2 sentence to a True 2 
one. Hence another three-valued truth-table for negation is 

p -p 

1'1 F 

1'2 1'2 

f TI 

in which TI and 1'2 mark two different designated values. These two truth-tables 

for negation explain how, according to Dumrnett, in order to derive the truth

conditions ofcompound sentences we have to be able to make a distinction between 
different designated and different undesignated values ofthe constituent sentences 
as the scmantical roles of the sentential operators are given by truth-tables which 

relate to thc individual values and not just to the distinction between a designated 
and an undesignated value", 
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Dummett's theory that the truth of a sentence is its warranted assertibility 
has been criticized on the ground that the conditions which warrant the assertibility 
of a sentence may change, and the sentence which was correctly assertibJe (true) 
for a person at one time may fail to be so (may be false) at a later period, hence 
truth can be 'lost". Davidson also thinks that Dummett fails to give a clear idea of 
how warranted assertibility can at the same time be a fixed property of a statement 
as well as a property that depends on the speaker's actual ability to recognize that 
certain conditions are satisfied. Actual abilities of persons may change, but truth 
cannot". 

No doubt the notion oftruth considered by Dummett is a relativized notion 
of truth as opposed to the absolute notion of truth. The absolute notion of truth is 
that sentences are 'made' true by some recognition -transcendent states of affairs. 
Dummett's point is that since 'we cannot get outside our skins', a theory of truth 
should be formulated in terms of states of affairs as perceived or conceptualized. 
According to this theory sentences are 'made' true on the basis of some recognizable 
grounds or evidence for asserting them. Such a theory should specify what justifies 
an assertion. Dummett holds as opposed to Quine that the simple sentences of our 
language are tested first, on the basis of which other sentences of our language get 
tested, but he agrees with Quine at least in holding that our language faces the 
tribunal of experience (though not as a whole), the meanings of the sentences 
belonging to our language are ultimately derived somehow from experience. Of 
course, this is not to say that through experience we come in direct contact with the 
(verification-transcendent) reality. To quote Dummett, 

True statements must comprise, though they are not necessarily confined to, all 
those which would have been established as true had the relevant observations 
been made; 'observation' is, ...not to be taken as mere passive exposure to sense 
experience but to include physical and mental operations and the discernment of 
structure (of patterns)/1. 

The success of a meaning theory, according to Dummett, is to be estimated on the 
basis of whether it does or does not provide a workable account of a practice that 
accords with what we in fact observe. This practice that Dummett talks about here, 
is no doubt a general linguistic practice, and Dummett's explanation of truth in 
terms of recognition of the assertibility conditions of a sentence is not relative to 
the recognizing capacity of an individual speaker. This is also evident from his 
consideration of different types of designated and undesignated values of constituent 

sentences for determining the assertibiI ity/ truth conditions of logically complex 
sentences. For the way in which he conceives the relation between assertibility I 
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truth and designation is not the only way of looking at it. Another way of looking at 

the same is one in which the construction of a truth-table is quite independent of 

characterizing its values as designated or undesignated. Of course, such a 
characterization is needed for the completion of the truth-table. On this consideration 
the question of marking some values as designated and some values as undesignated 

comes after the construction of the truth-table. After constructing the truth-table 

we may adopt different systems of designation according to our purpose, and we 

shall get different results corresponding to the different systems of designation 

adopted. For example, the following truth-table may be constructed without 

considering any of the values' l' or 'a' as designated or undesignated. 

p q p,q 

I I I 

I o o 
o I o 
o o o 

This truth-table would be one of conjunction or disjunction depending on which 

value we choose to designate. If in the table, 'I' is marked designated and 'a' 
undesignated, we would have a truth-table for conjunction; but if '0' is marked 

designated and '1' undesignated then the same table would be one for (inclusive) 

disjunction. Rescher, for example, adopts a new system of designation in order to 
make the set of tautologies of Lukasiewicz's three-valued logic(3) equivalent to the 

set oftautologies ofclassical two-valued logic (C2), and also the set ofcontradictions 
of3 equivalent to the set ofcontradictions ofC2. Rescher expresses his opinion in 

this connection that ' ... it makes a great difference for determ ining the accepted 

theses (i.e., tautologies) of aa many-valued system which truth-values are selected 
for "designation"!" Herzberger also is of the opinion that designating the values is 

not necessary for the construction of a truth-table. For him in the case of many

valued logic a truth-table is first constructed, and then a secondary two-valued 
structure is superimposed over the primary many-valued structure, which is called 
designation 1.1. 

According to Dummett, designated values mark sentences which are 
assertible. In order to grasp the content ofa particular assertion all that is necessary 

is to know for the sentence to have a designated valuer'.Dummett would reject the 

theory that we may adopt any system of designation depending on our purpose 01 

choice. For him the system of designation, being intimately connected with the 

notion of assertibility, is a matter of general linguistic practice and is governed b) 

objective conditions of correctness. 
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QUANTIFICATION OVER POSSIBLE-WORLD:
 
A MODAL INTERPRETAnON
 

KANTILAL DAS 

SECTION-I 

The concept of possible-world, from a logical point of view, is 

predominantly concerned with the concepts of possibility and necessity. The 

concepts of possibil.ity (in syrnbol O) and necessity (in symbol D) are thought to be 

the distinctive operators of modal logic. These operators are neither to be regarded 

as truth-functional I, nor to be regarded as quantificational; but simply to be 

considered as modal operators as they are kindred with mode or manner in contrast 

to substance. The main burden of my paper is to show how quantifier acts over 
possible-world. Before entering into this problem, let me focus on two other related 
problems ; such as : (i) why modal operators are not rated as truth-functional 

operators ?; and (ii) if modal operators are supposed to be non-truth-functional, 

then how the truth values of modal propositions, viz., 'it is necessary that...', 'it is 

possible that ...' are to be determined? The relevant answer to these problems will 

give rise to a clue to determine the burden of my paper. Let me first explain these 

two problems in turn. 

Answering to question (i), it can be said that like truth-functional operators, 
viz; I." 'V', ':::)', '::','-', we cannot determine the truth-value of modal operators. In 

truth-functional logic, if we know the truth value of p, we can ipso-facto determ ine 

the truth value of - p. Likewise, if we know the truth value of p and q in isolation 
we can determine the truth value of 'p: q', 'pVq', 'p :::) q', 'p == q'. We do, simply 

because we have a mechanism of decision procedure by which the unique truth 

value of a compound proposition can be ascertained. But this would not be the case 
which actually happens always in modal logic. Here if we know the truth-value of 

p, it would not be possible for us at times to fix conclusively what would be the 

truth-value of 0 p. As modal operators are dealing with mode or manner of 
expression, we do not have any decision procedure in determining the unique truth 

value of 0 p or 0 p. In sentential logic, we have four distinct truth-functions of p. 

They are : (i) p itself; (ii) the negation ofp ; (iii) the truth-function of the conjunction 

of both p and not p; and (iv) the truth-function of the disjunction of p and 110t p 

Symbolically. we have i) p; ii) ~p; iii) p .~p and iv) p V -po The truth-value of these 
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propositions can be determined by the following truth-table: 

p -p P: -p p V-p 
T F F T 
F T F T 

Now, if the modal operator, say 0, is thought to be a truth- functional 
operator, then at least one of the following equivalences comes out true. 

a) 0 P =P 
b) OP=-p 
c) OP=(p._p) 
d) OP= (pV-p) 
Let us examine each of them in turn truth-functionally: 
a) 0 p:: p 
This is logically equivalent to :
 
a') (0 p :J p). (p :J [J p)
 
Here the first part of (a') is true unquestionably as if p is necessarily true then p
 

must be true too. But what we think about the second part of (a') ? Can we assert
 
that p is necessarily true from merely knowing that p is true? In modal logic the
 
proposition p can be true in two senses, such as, either p can merely happen to be
 

true or bound tot be true. So when it is said p is true, it is not at all clear whether p
 

merely happens to be true or bound to be true. If it is supposed that 'p is true' means
 
'p merely happens to be true', then p o 0 P does not hold good truth - functionally.
 

So also (a).
 

bj D p w vp 
This is logically equivalent to : 

b')(O p :J -p). (-p :J 0 p) 

Here the first part of(b') is obviously false as ifp is necessarily true then P 
can never be false. So (b'), being a conjunctive proposition, is false. So also (b). 

c)Op::(p._p) 

This logically equivalent to: 
c') {D p :J (p- -p)]. [(po -p):J 0 p] 

Here the first part of (c') is obviously false as if P is necessarily true then 'p. -p' must 
be false. So (c') is false and so also (c). 

d) 0 P == (p V -p) 
This is logically equivalent to : 

d') [0 P :J (p V -p)]. [(p V -p):» 0 p] 
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Here the first part of (d') is obviously true. But what we think about the 
second part of(d')? If'PY - P' is true, (ofcourse, it istruewithout exception), then 
it does not mean to say that 0 p must be true too. The proposition 'pV _p' will 

remain as true when ps is supposed to be false and -p is supposed to be true. In a 

situation like this 0 p must be false. 0 p can remain as true if p remains as true in 

every possible situation. Thus (d') comes out as false and so also (d). 

SECTION - II 

So far I have taken part in examining why modal operators are thought to 

be non-truth-functional. But an immediate problem may crop-up at this point which 

leads me to examine the second part ofmy paper. The problem is: ifmodal operators 

are rated to be non-truth-functional, then how the truth- values of modal propositions 

are determined? In our daily interaction one may conveniently utter the modal 

propositions, viz; 'it is possible that such and such is true', 'it is necessary that such 

and such is true', etc. If the modal propositions are already at hand, then in what 

sense is one enabled to arrive at a decision of their truth or falsity? Ofcourse, there 
underlies a process through which the truth-value of modal propositions can be 

grasped. But what is the process? It is held that the truth-value of modal propositions 
is determined with regard to the concept of possible-world (situation). But what 
does a possible-world mean? A possible - world cannot catch on in isolation. A 

possible-world can only be comprehended is terms of an actual-world. An actual

world is the basic world. By an actual-world we do not mean just the planet on 

which we live; rather we mean the universe as a whole which contains everything 

that really exists. The concept of actual-world is made clear by Wittgenstein in the 

Tractatus! when he goes on to say that the world (actual) is the totality offacts or 

facts in Logical Space are the world. An actual-world includes all that was, is or 
will be. It is presupposed that every world is the possible-world of itself. The reason 

is simple as ifsomething actually exists than it must possibly have existed. That is 

why in modal logic p::> Op holds good necessarily. But we do not have any 
possible-world independent of any actual-world. So the concept of possible-world 

can be explained only in terms of an actual-world. An actual-world, so to speak, is 

the paradigm of a possible-world. One aims at to fix the truth-value of modal 

proposition in an actual-world. But the concept of possible-world comes into being 

in modal logic simply for determ ining the truth value of modal operators. One can 

easily appraise the truth value ofp in an actual-world. But in fixing the truth value 

of 0 p or Op in an actual-world, one has to appraise each and every possible-world 
of an actual world. But how many possible-worlds an actual-world possesses? As 

the concept of possible - world is an intuitionistic concept, the answer shou ld be 

comprehended in an intuitionistic level. Since an actual-world is the possible-world 
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of itself, an actual-world must possess at least one possible -world. But intuitively 
there is no upper limitation of possible-world of an actual-world; an actual-world 

may possess logically innumerable possible - worlds. 

Let me pass on to fix the truth - value of modal proposition in an actual 
world. It has already been pointed out that the modal proposition OP stands for 'p 

is possibly true'; and the modal proposition 0 p stands for 'P is necessarily true'. 

OP is to be true in an actual-world when P will remain as true in at least one 
possible-world ofan actual- world; otherwise 0 P is to be false. Again, 0 p is to be 

true in an actual - world when p will remain as true in every possible - world of an 

actual- world; but 0 p is false otherwise. Let me examine the following diagramme: 

Look at 0-1. Here WI is the actual - world and there is no other possible 
world of WI except WI itself. (Where every actual- world is the possible - world of 

itself). P is true in WI' so also both OP and 0 p. P may remain as false in WI . Ifso, 

then -p is found in WI and in such a case both OP and 0 p have to be false in WI' 
Again consider the following diagramme : 

0-2 

Modelwise, 0-2 is different from 0-1. 0-2 has two worlds, viz., WI and 
W

1
• The '~'sign in between WI and W

2 
acts as a mark of an accession indicating 

W2 as a possible-world of WI' When we consider WI ' WI is the actual-world. There 
are two possible-worlds of WI' viz., WI itself. But 0 p is false in WI as pis false· in 
W and W is the possible-world of WI . Again, when we consider W , W is the2 1 1 2 

actual-world. There is no other possible-world of W except W itself as there is no 
1 2 

mark of accession from W,_ to any other world. P is false in W2 , so also both OP 
and 0 p. Again look at another diagramme : 

0-3 

~-7~-7[j
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Modelwise, 0-3 is different from O~ 1and D-2, 0-3 has three worlds, viz, WI W2 

and W1 • There is also a mark ofan accession from WI toW2; and from W2 to W,. 
Accordingly, the possible-worlds of WI are W, and W W y ; and the 

2and 
W2and 

possible-world of W is W) itself. OP is true in WI as P is true in W 2 ; or is true in 
1 

W as p is true in Wand OP is false in W, as p is false in W
1

; and 0 p is false in 
2 2 • . 

W as p is false in W • 
J 3 

0-4 

~ ~ 6
 
WI t W o 

~ 
w) 

Modelwise, 0-4 is completely different from all other models discussed 
above. Here we see two accession marks ofW, of which one points from WI to W 

2 

and the other points from W, to W 
3 

• Accordingly, the possible-worlds of WI are 
WI' W W); the possible-world ofW is W itself; the possible-world er w, is

2and z z
W) itself. OP is true in W I as P is true in WI ;OP is false in W2 as P is false in W2' 

OP is true in W 
J
as P is true in W). 0 P is false in WI as P is false in W 2;0 p is false 

in W as P is false in W2;0 P is true in W as P is false in W). 
2 3 

SECTION - III 

Uptil now, I have examined in what sense the truth value of modal 

proposition can be determined. Let me pass on to the main objective of my paper. 
The main yearning of my paper, as J have already mentioned, is to show in what 
sense quantifier acts over possible - world. Here I wish to claim that if the modal 
concepts of 'possibility' and 'necessity' apprehend with regard to the concept of 
possible-world for determining the truth-value of modal proposition in an actual
world, then it will be possible for me to show that there underlies an obvious 
parallelism between the quantifiers (viz; '(x)' and (:J s)') on one hand and the concepts 

ofpossibility (0) and necessity (D) on the other. Let me examine in what sense the 
supposed parallelism is made possible. 

J have already stated that the concepts of DP and 0 p cannot be equated 

with the quantifiers, viz, '(x)' and '6 x)' as they denote class or quantity, whereas 

modal operators are related to mode or manner of expression. But the supposed 

parallelism is made possible if the truth-value ofmodal propositions are determined 
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with regard to the concept of possible-world. Let me show how? 
I) 0 p [0 p is true when P is true in every possible-world of an actual-world] 

~ (x) (W,---)oPJ [For any values ofx if x is a world then p is true in x] 

II)	 0 -p [0 -p means p is necessari Iy false in every possible - world of an 
actual -world or it is impossible that P is true in at least one possible-world 

of an actual-world] +-+(x) (W x ~-P.) [For all values of x if x is a world 
then p is not true in x or it is not the case that there is at least one x such that 
x is a world and p is true in x] 

1II)	 0 P [0P is true when p is true in at least one possible-world of an actual
world] +-+(3x) (W•.P) [There is at least one x such that x is a world and p 
is true in x] 

IV)	 0- P [0 - p means p is false in at least one possible - world of an actual
world]- (3x) (W x "-P) [There is at least one x such that x is a world and p 
is false in x] 

What I have asserted above can be logically demonstrated in the following: 

a) 0 p +-+ (x)(W. 4PJ
 
b) D-p +-+ (x)(W. ~ -p.)
 
c)OP +-+(:k)(W .P)


x • 

d) 0- p(3x) (W. ,-p.) 

In quantification (predicate) logic we have the following equivalences: 
I) -(x) (W ~P ) +-+ (3x) (W .-P ) 

)()( x x 

ii) -(x) (W ~ -P ) +-+ (3 x) (W .P ) 
x x )0\ x 

iii) -(3x)(Wx "P) +-+ ( x)(Wx ~ -P)
 
iv) -(=Ix) (W .-P ) +-+ (x) (W ~ P )
 

x.'( x x 

Likewise in model logic we have the following equivalences: 
i) - 0 P +-+O-p 
ii) - 0 -p +-+Op 

iii)-Op +-+ O-p 
iv) -0 -p+-+ 0 p 

Apart from the above, let me focus on another important parallelism 

between quantifiers and modal concepts. Ensuing the above observation, I do claim 

that The Square of Opposition) which we have in traditional logic can equally be 

applied in modal propositions. Let me draw the diagramme : 
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Contraries 

DP
 

0 

~ 
c 
s 
etl 

.0 
;:0 

VJ 

o-p 

0 
~ 

etl 

i: 
~ 
etl 

.0 
;:0 

VJ 

Or o -pSu bcontraries 

The contradictory relation between 0 P and 0 -p; and 0 -P and 0 p holds 

good. D P claims that P is true in every possible - world of an actual-world whereas 

o -p claims that P is false in at least one possible - world of an actual - world. 

Again 0 -P says that P is false in every possible - world ofan actual-world whereas 

o p says that P is true in at least one possible-world ofan actual- world. Accordingly 

if 0 -P is supposed to be true, then 0 p must be false; and vice-versa. The contrary 

relation also holds good as both 0 P and 0 -P cannot be true together. 0 P says p 
is true in every possible - world of an actual-world; whereas 0 -P asserts just the 

opposite. But both OP and 0 -P can be false together ifthe world under consideration 

does not exist at all. The sub-contrary relation has also been fulfilled. In the sub

contrary relation both 0 p and 0 -p cannot be false together; but both of them can 

be true together. Suppose there is an actual - world having two possible-worlds 

(see D-2) in which P remains as true in one and false in another. In a situation like 

this both 0 p and 0 -p hold good. 0 p says P is true in at least one possible-world 
of an actual-world and <> -p says that P is false in at least-one possible -world of an 

actual-world. The sub-alternation also holds good as OP logically entails 0 -p; 
and 0 -P logically entails 0 -p; but not vice-versa. If P is necessary true then P 
must be possibly true; and again if P is necessarily false then P must be possibly 

false. As far as truth is concerned oP is more stronger than 0 p; and as far as 

falsity is concerned 0 -P is more stronger than 0 -p, Thus it is proved that the 

Traditional Square of Opposition is fulfilled by modal propositions if the truth

values of modal proposition are determined by the concept of possible-world. 

Again we find another important analogy between quantifiers and modal 
operators. In modal logic we find conjunctive truth-functional force in oP and 
disjunctive truth-functional force in Op when their truth-values are determined 

with regard to the concept of possible-world. If WI is an actual-world having there 

possible-worlds, viz, W"W,and W
J 

then OP is to be true in W1when p remains as 

true in W WJ" So the truthvalue ofOP in WI is determined by the conjunctive 
1,W2and 

truth - value of WI 's possible - worlds. On the other hand, Op is to be true in WI if 
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.. ~i 

P is true in at least one possible - world of WI' This makes sense to say that Op is 

to be true in W if P remains as true either in W or in W or in W], So the truth-
I I.2 

value of Op is determined in WI by the disjunctive truth value of WI'S possible-

worlds. 

Quantification logic equally does the same job like DP and Op. The 
proposition (x) (W x~Px) can be logically paraphrased as : For any values of x if x 

is a world then P is true in x. Here we find the logical force of DP, Suppose W I is 

an actual - world having three possible-worlds viz; WJ'W and W • With this
2 3 

assumption the proposition under consideration can be truth -functionally 

paraphrased as : 

(WI ~PI)' (W 2 ~P2) . (W3 ~PJ . 
It means to say that if WI is a world then P is true in WI and if W

2 
is the 

world then P is true in W if W, is a world then P is true in W , In this sense we 
2and 3

can say that P is true in every possible - world of WI' Thus DP is logically equated 
with (x) (W ~P ).

x x 

The proposition (3 x) (W x.Px) asserts that 'there is at least one x such that x 

is a world and P is true in x'. Here we get a logical parity between Op and (3x) (W, 

.P), Let me suppose WI as an actual-world having three possible-worlds, viz; WI' 
W W Under this presupposition (3x)(W .P) can be logically paraphrased as: 

2and J x 

(WI .P I) V(W ,P ) V (W .PJ.
2 2 3 

It means to say that either WI is a world and P is true in W I or W2 is a world 
and p is true in W

2 
or W

3 
is a world and p is true in W]. This makes sense to say, 

alternatively, that p is true in at least one possible-world of WI' In this regard Op 
is logically equated with (3x) (W, .P) 

The proposition (x) (W ~ -P ) asserts that "for all values of x if x is a 
x x 

world then p is false in x". Here we get the logical parity between D -P and (x) (W x 

~ -PJ. With the help of the same assumption considered above the proposition (x) 

(W, ~ -P,) can be logically paraphrased as : 

(WI ~ -PJ. (W 2 ~ -P).(W] ~ -P) 

It means to say if W I is a world then P is false in WI; and if W2 is a world 

then p is false in W2; and ifW, is a world then p is false in W] , So p is false in every 

possible-world of an actual-world, So (x) (W 
x 
~ -P,) can be logically equated 

with D -P. 
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Finally. the proposition(3 x) (W, . -P) can be equated with () '. I ill.: 

Proposition @x) (W., -P,) asserts that "there isat least one x such that x isa world 
and p is false in X". Accordingly: under the same assumption taken above. the 

proposition under consideration can be logically paraphrased as : 
(WI .-P

I 
) V(Wc .-P)V(W, .-P,) 

It means either W is a world and P is false in W or W is a world and P isI	 I _ o 

false in W"or W,is a world and p is false in W,. This makes sense to say. alternatively. 
that P is f~lse il~ at least one possible-world of WI' In this regard p x) (W, . - P, ) is 

equated with 0 -p. 

So far, I have discussed all the issues what Lhave proposed to clo. From this 
prolonged discussion. it seems clear in what sense quantifier acts over possible

world and also in what sense the logical parity between quantifiers and modal 
operators has been set up. 
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MILL AND THE FOUNDATION OF ETHICS 

R. N. KARANt 

I 

Mill's Utilitarian ethics represents a type of ethical naturalism, a view like 
that ofclassical Greek philosophers many ofwhom believed that our knowledge of 
the good life, of how a man ought to live, is derived from the observation of human 

nature and of the human situation. This line ofthinking led Philosophers like Aristotle 

to seek the psychological foundation of the traditionally recognized virtues. That 
this point of view is far from dead may be witnessed from the comment of an 
influential contemporary philosopher who remarks: 'It is not profitable for us at 
present to do moral philosophy; that it should be laid aside at any rate until we have 

an adequate philosophy of psychology, in which we are conspiciously lacking.' 
(Anscombe, 175); and she goes on to explore the psychological notions of'wanting', 
'needing' and 'flourishing'. Another important feature of this naturalistic approach 

in Greek thought is the stress on the social context ofhuman life, the fact that man 
is a social being. The 'good life' cannot be conceived in abstraction from the 
individual's numerous and varied. social ties, because without these integral ties 

with other individuals there is no recognizable Human nature, no human being, no 

human existence. We find in classical Greek naturalism a tendency to seek a 
knowledge of values by discovering its foundations in psychology (observedjacls 
about human nature) and in sociology (observedjacts about human associations, 
groups and institutions). To draw attention to a point of great philosophical and 
logical import: it is implied by the notion of 'foundation' that values cannot be 
understood in separation from jacts ; that there is some necessary and vital 

connection between facts and values, between what is and what ought to be, between 
how a man ought to live and what a human being is in his or her psycho-social 

constitution. The good life is the manifestation of the purposive to satisfy wants 
and desires in interaction with each other. 

Whatever be the strength or weakness of this approach, at the moment it is 
only pertinent to observe that l5. Mill's Utilitarian ethical theory is a clear 
exemplification ofa naturalistic approach to the theory ofvalues. Briefly and baldly 

stated, in Mill's exposition of the ethical principle of 'general happiness'as being 

the summum bonum of human exixtence, there is the recognition of the fact of the 
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universal desire for happiness as a basic psychological motive, as also of the facl 
that the pursuit of happiness is a social pursuit. And in his (much castigated) 

'equivalents of proof' for Utilitarianism, Mill can be seen to be exploring and tracing 

intrinsic values back to the foundation of natural facts about human psychological 

nature, and the social setting of human life. It cannot be denited that Mill's enterprise 

is marred by some imprecision and muddled argument, if not in its entirety, at 

certain 'crucial points. But regardless of whether Mill succeeds in 'making out a 

clear and rigorous case for his thesis, it is unquestionable what his aim is : to establish 

values upon a foundation ofempirical facts - facts about human desires and wants, 

and the collective nature of the goal. I would like to suggest, and, of course, to 

argue that these are central insights about the nature of morality which are, in spite 

of defects in the detai Is ofM ill's analysis, and of weak and faltering arguments on 

the part of Mill, eminently sound, reasonable and defensible. And such a defence is 

the theme of the paper. 

Naturalism in ethics seems to arise spontaneously from a characteristic 
world-view or perspective - what is called 'the humanistic' perspective. This 
perspective, which is usually contrasted with a 'religious' or 'theological' world

view, asserts, with Marx, that 'man is the highest being for man', and that all values 

are human values, not necessari ly in the sense that they are created or invented by 
human thought and decision, but in the wider sense that their existence, application, 

andjustification would be inconceivable without reference to human needs, concerns 

and purposes. Human needs and wants are facts which are intrinsically and centrally 

relevant to moral life, and indeed to all judgements of value, and values and moral 

rules and institutions are always human responses to the deepest human needs. In 

contrast, a religious world-view is 'one in which man occupies a subordinate position 

in the universe, owing submission to forces or purposes which transcend him . 
...grounded in a ...generalized sense of the insignificance of human projects and 
aspirations ...' (norman, 237). 

And unfortunate source ofconfusion regarding the notion of naturalism in 

recent ethics has been thrown up by Moore's theory of 'the naturalistic fallacy'. 

Moore, in his strenuous insistence upon the autonomy ofethics, understands 'natural 

facts' in a wide and ecentric sense to cover not only the biological, psychological 

and social properties and facts concerning human life, but also properties like, 
'fulfilling the will of Gods. Thus, for Moore, a system of moral values having its 

basis in a rei igious or theological world-view should be classified as a species of 
naturalistic ethics - and which, ofcourse, would, therefore, invite the criticism of 

committing 'the naturalistic fallacy'. This, as I have remarked, is an unnecessary 
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and unfortunate twist since it obscures an important conceptual distinction between 
systems which seek to derive values from some transcendental source and those 
which relate values to facts and elements within the confiness of the natural system 
investigated by science. What is more, Moore's terminology is unnecessary: he 
could have, without any prejudice to his thesis, spoken of 'the definist fallacy' (as 
suggested by some writers) instead of the misleading, 'naturalistic fallacy'. At any 
rate, in my defence of Mill, I shall understand by 'ethical naturalism' a view which 
presupposes a humanistic world-view, and one which would reject the relating of 
values to something beyond nature and its processes - a view which implies some 
form of positivism. (As we shall see later a part of Hume's ethical views involves 
the contrast between a naturalist and a religious foundation of values.) 

II 
A naturalistic theory ofethics, like Mill's Utilitarianism centers round the 

assumption that there is some non-contingent connection between values and 
morality, on the one hand, and certain relevant natural facts about man and society. 

However, this assumption immediately comes up against a powerful, 
destructive challenge from a logical principle, variously called, 'Hume's Law'(Hare), 
or 'Hume's Guillotene' (Black). The following oft quoted passage from Hume's 
Treatise underlies the principle:' In every system of morality which I have hitherto 
met with, I have always remarked, that the author proceeds for some time in the 
ordinary way of reasoning, and establishes the being of a God, or makes observations 
concerning human affairs; when of a sudden I am surpriz'd to 'find, that instead of 
the usual copu lations of propositions, is, and is not, I meet with no proposition that 
is not connected with a ought, or an ought not. This change is imperceptible; but is, 
however, of the last consequence. For as this ought or ought not, expresses some 
new relation or affirmation, 'tis necessary that it should be observ'd and explain'd; 
and at the same time that a reason should be given, for what seems altogether 
inconceivable, how this new relation can be a deduction from others, which are 
entirely different from it.' 

This passage, in its simplest terms, is interpreted as expressing Hume's 
view that ought cannot be derived from is ,that value-judgments cannot be derived 
from statement offacts, exclusively. rn other words purely from the consideration 
of how things are(facts), one cannot logically infar or derive how things ought to 

be (values). 

The remarkable influence excersised by Hume's Law, may be gauged from 
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the fact what most major developments in 20th. century ethical theory endorse, and , . 
take as their point ofdeparture, Hume's logical principle. Intuitionism, particularly 
in one formulation of the Moore's, 'naturalistic fallacy' (that it is a fallacy to 

definitionally idehtify ethical concepts with non-ethiqal cOl~cepts)~ implicitly 
reiterates Hume's logical point. Then, non-cognitivist theories, both Emotivist and 
Prescriptivist while rejecting Moore's notion of non-natural facts, elucidate the 
non-descriptive logic of value-judgments in such a way as to throw into sharp 

relief the gulf between statements of fact and value-judgments. Hare agrees with 

Popper in the latteros conclusion about Hume's Rule that it is 'perhaps the simplest 
and most important point baout ethics'. Popper has said: 'Perhaps the simplest and 

most important point about ethics is purely logical. I mean the impossibility to 

derive nontautological ethical rules - imperatives; principles of policy; aims; or 
however we may describe them - from statements offacts. Only if this fundamental 
logical position is realized can we begin to formulate the real problems of moral 
philosophy, and to appreciate their difficulty' (Aristotelian Society Proceedings, 

1948, p. 154 - quoted, Max Black) 

Hare's formulation of Hume's autonomy principle adapts it to reasoning 

involving imperatives: imperative conclusions cannot be validly inferred from 
premises that do not contain at least one impertive. Nowell-Smith follows Hume 
when he maintains that an inference which reaches an ethical conclusion from 

factual premises 'must be illegitimate reason ing, since the conclusion ofan argument 
can contain nothing which is not in the premise, and there are no "oughts" in the 
premises' (Ethics, 1954, page 37). All these philosophers seem to agree that only 
statements of fact can follow from statements of fact. 

Enough has been said to show that Mill's naturalistic ethics which 
presupposes the soundness of reasoning from psychological and social facts to 

justified conclusions about moral value, faces a tremendous challenge in the form 
of Hume's law. And since the Law forms and important element of contemporary 
noncognitivism, Naturalism has to come to grips with the essentials ofnoncognitivist 

ethics, specially in the account of practical reasoning. In the sections wh ich follow 
I shall examine the arguments in some recent discussions aimed at taking a critical 
look at, and questioning, what has almost assumed the form ofa dogma, viz. that it 
is illogical to reason from an 'is to an ought, from facts to values. The views I am 

going discuss (those of A.G.Maclntyre, Max Black, Phillipa Foot, and Anthony 

Quinton). no doubt constitute only a minority opinion, but what is important is that 
without adopting any formal labels, these philosophers have at least succeeded in 

reviving a philosophical interest in naturalistic ethics; to the extent that now the 
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term, 'nee-naturalism' is acquiring a place in the survey of contemporary ethical 

theories. 

III 
Let us begin by studying the account of practical and moral reasoning 

provided by those recent philosophers who adopt Hume's logical principle of 

autonomy: that there is a unbridgeable logical gulf between is and ought. Hare, 

for example, does not deny the role of reasoning or inference in relation to moral 

judgments - on the contrary. Moral agents are rational agents, and moral judgments 

are directed to people as rational agents, and moral judgments are directed to people 

as rational agents. There is a correct and even valid procedure of practical reasoning 

: a reasoning or inference where a practical conclusion (and, in particular, a moral 

conclusion) is reached validly from premises, some ofwhich are factual statements. 

But the practical inference, though it reaches a practical Imoral conclusion from a 

factual premise, is not really valid ifthe conclusion is drawn solely from that premise, 

since the factual premise is not sufficient to entail the moral conclusion. For example 

the practical inference: 

You have been drinking. (Factual Premise) 

You ought not to drive your car. (Moral Conclusion) 

is not a valid inference, the premise does not entail the conclusion. It can only be 

taken to be treated as valid by supposing that it is an enthymyme with a suppressed 

major premise which, when explicitly supplied, throws the inference into a syllogistic 

form: 

Major Premise: You ought not to drive your car when you have been drinking. 

(General Moral Rule) 

Minor Premise: You have been drinking. (Factual Statement) 

Conclusion: You ought not to drive your car. (Practical, Moral Judgment). 

Now, according to Hare, the inference is perfectly valid as a form of a 

Practical Syllogism: the relation between premises and conclusion is entailment. 
So to the question how can we pass from is to ought, from a factual statement to a 

moral judgment, Hare's method would be as follows: treat the moral statement as 

the conclusion of a syllogism, and the factual statement is to be taken as a minor 

premise: to make the transition, now all that we want is a moral rule or principle as 

the major premise. The moral principle (in the major premise) has a practical 
character or function, it is action-guiding: it guides people's actions when they are 

addressed to people as rational agents and telling them what to do. Thus, for Hare 

the role of reason in ethics is to derive moral judgments from other moraljudgments 

of wider scope, (not from statements of fact). 
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Essentially the same pattern is presented by Nowell- Smith. Referring to 
the attempts of theologians to establish Christian ethics upon the foundation of the 
doctrine of God the Creator, Newell-Smith comments that the doctrine, by itself, 
does not suffice to validate the ethics. The argument, 'God created us, therefore we 

ought to obey him' is defective and incomplete and invalid; it becomes valid when 

the suppressed major premise is supplied, viz. 'we ought to obey our creator'. 

The upshot of this seems to be that the philosophers who endorse Hume'< 

Law are contending that if a practical inference is to be acceptible it must take the 

form ofdeductively valid syllogism, where the premises entail the conclusion. BUI 

this contention requires looking into. A.C. Mac Intyre observes, rightly, that this 

position makes sense only 'if there is an assumption that arguments are either 

deductive or defective' (Macintyre, 37). But what is the force of this assumption» 

Is it not connected with Hume's controversial scepticism about induction? But. 
after Strawson, are we compelled to buy that scepticism? Strawson has shown 

what lies behind a Humean scepticism regarding induction - a misconceived 
demand: 'there arises the demand for a justification, not of this or that particular 
belief which goes beyond what is entailed by our evidence, but a justification of 

induction in general. And when the demand arises in this way it is, in effect, the 

demand that induction shall be shown to be really a kind of deduction; for nothing 

less will satisfy the doubter when this is the route to his doubts." (Strawson, 250) 

Such a demand is, indeed, implied when Hume argues from the premise 

'there can be no demonstrative argument to prove, that those instances of wh ich 
we have had no experience resemble those ofwhich we have had experience' to the 

conclusion, 'it is impossible for us to satisfy ourselves by our reason, why we should 

extend that experience beyond those particular instances which have fallen under 
our obs observation '(Hume,89,9 J). 

Strawson also has something instructive to say about the formalist gambit 

of trying to explain 'the apparently non-deductive soundness of the arguments' by 

treating them as enthymemes - i.e. 'by saying that they were really deductive 

arguments with a suppressed premise' (s.235). For example the non-deductively 

sound argument, 'The kettle's been on the fire for the last ten minutes, so it shou Id 
be boiling by now." This argument is, though not deductively valid, perfectly sound. 
lt is true that we can construct a corresponding and valid deductive argument by 

introducing the fresh premise, 'kettles always boil within ten minutes of being put 

on the fire'. But as a manouevre to justify induction, it is hardly effective. 'But by 

regarding these general statements as suppressed premises of arguments ...we do 
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not get rid of the general problem of explaining how we can reasonably draw 
conclusions from premises that do not entail them. We merely shift its emphasis to 
the narrower question: How do we establish general propositions such as these? 
For these are not logically necessary propositions.' (Strawson, 235). 

So, in any case, it boils down to accepting that conformities within our past 
experience, under certain conditions, provide a rational basis for predicting their 
repetition within future experience. Past experience does not entail that the sun 
wiII rise tomorrow, but as evidence provides goodreason, even, conclusive evidence 
for the prediction that it shall. The confusion of the formalist seems to be his 
assumption that the question. 'Is it reasonable to infer B from A ?' must always 
finally mean, 'Does A entail B?' . But this is a confusion which misconceives the 
different aims and procedures ofdeductive and inductive argument. We must reject 
the assumption that arguments must be either deductive or defective; inductive 
arguments while not being deductive or demonstrative, can nevertheless be assessed 
as rational or reasonable - in Strawson's words: 'not as deductively valid, but as 
somehow sound, or correct or reasonable', (236) and always in relation to purposes 
of prediction, 'practical decision and action' (248) 

What bearing has all this on the question of moral or practical reasoning? 
On the question of is and ought? Of facts and values? Well, for one thing, the 
refutation ofthe assumption that arguments must be deductive or defective, provides 
sufficient ground for at leat this limited conclusion: that inferences from is to 
ought cannot be dism issed as illogical solely on the ground that the factual premise 
does not entail the value/moral judgment. It would be a complete misunderstanding 
of the case being presented that it is being supposed or claimed that practical moral 
inferences are inductive arguments, or some species of inductive arguments. All 
that is being argued is that the analysis of induction has shown that it is not the case 
that in all rational, sound or correct argument the' relation between the premise / 
evidence/data ground and the conclusion has to be the relation of logical necessity 
or entailment. As Strawson observes: 
'Deductive standards are rot the onlystandards of goodargument; for deductive' reasoning 
is not the only kind of reasoning.' (233-34). Though there is no intention of assimilating 
moral practical arguments to inductive models, nevertheless both types possess a common 
feature: the relation between premise and conclusion is not an entailment relation. The 
kettle's been on the fire for the lastten minutes' doesnotentail 'it should be boiling bynow.' 
Nordoes, 'Youhave been drinking' entail 'You ought notto driveyourcar'. It should not be 
surprizing (by a natural extension of Strawson's analysis) to find that there is indeed more 

than one type of non-deductive reasoning, inductive reasoning being only one such type. 
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Moral practical reasoning could be another legitimate form of reasoning 
distinguished by its own appropriate method, purpose and subject matter. The 
method of inductive argument (on Strawson's view) is appropriate to the activity of 

predicting contingent events, and in induction 'our assessment of evidence is an 

activity undertaken primarily not for its own sake, but for the sake of 'practical 
decision and action I (emphasis added). This last phrase 'practical decision and action' 

suggests some interesting parallels with the aim of moral reasoning and of moral 

judgments as action-guiding. Philosophers like Macintyre, Foot and Warnock in 

elucidating the character of moral (non-deductive) reasoning identify certain 'bridge 

notions' whichl ink up non-contingently the gap between is and ought, facts and 
values. These strategically important 'bridge notions' are the concepts of'wanting', 
'needing'. 'desiring', 'satisfaction', 'happiness', Certain statements of fact by 
themselves provide reasons for acting, guide action, indicate what ought or ought 
not to be done. But not any matter of fact wi II serve for this practical function, on ly 
those facts which involve human wants, needs or desires, that is, pervasive 
psychological facts about humana nature, facts, which ethical naturalists like Mill, 
identify as the foundation of all values, including moral values. This is consistent 
with the Aristotelian tradition according to which ethics cannot be investigated 
without doing moral psychology. Morality is unintelligibe unless it is grounded in 
human nature. That this Aristotelian tradition is far from dead is witnessed by the 
pronouncement ofa contemporary philosopher who says, 'it is not profitable for us 
at present to do moral philosophy; that it should be laid aside at any rate until we 
have an adequate philosophy of psychology, in which we are conspiciously lacking' 
(Anscombe, 175), and she goes on to explore notions such as 'wanting', 'needing', 
'flourish ing'. 

IV 
Max Black suggests that one reason why 'modern readers' are 'predisposed to endorse 
Hume's Guillotine' may be 'the widespread and mistaken view' that no term may 
occur in the conclusion of a val id argument unless it occurs somewhere in the 
premise. In Hume's wellknown passage the assumption is clearly there; referring to 
the copulation ofought or ought not in the transition, he points out that this 'expresses 
some new relation or affirmation' which cannot be a deduction from other relations 
'entirely different from it', And Black is right in maintaining that modern 
philosophers who endorse Hurne's logical point go along with him in making the 
assumption. Newell-Smith declares the illegitimacy of an argument from factual 
premises to an ethical conclusion on the ground that 'the conclusion ofan argument 
can contain nothing which is not in the premises, and there are no "oughts" in the 
premises (Ethics, p.37). Black challenges the assumption and sets out to show it
untenability. Let us. first, take the following syllogism. 
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ARGUMENT I 
Vivisection causes gratitious suffering to animals. 

Nothing that causes gratitious suffering ought to be done. 
:. Vivisection ought not to be done. 

This is a valid practical syllogism and does not offend against Hume's 
Law, and though ought not occurs in the conclusion, it also occurs in the premise. 
But it is a principle of elementary logic: 

IfP, Q A R then P A IfQ then R
 

Applying this principle to ARGUMENT I we get the following equivalent argument:
 

ARGUMENT II 
Vivisection causes gratitious suffering to animals. 
:. If nothing that causes gratitious suffering ought to be done, vivisection ought not to be 
done. 

This second argument is valid and yet does proceed from is to ought, and 
the conclusion does contain an ought not contained in the premise. In this argument 
the ought conclusion is complex. Black therefore turns to a case where 'the normative 
conclusion is free from sentential connectives.' He invokes the bridge notion of 
wanting to show how ought can be derived from is. Referring to a game of chess 
which is in progress the following argument can be formulated: 

Fischer wants to mate Botwinik. 
The one and only way to mate Botwinik is for Ficher to move the Queen. 

:. Fischer should move the Queen. 

In this argument both premises state matters of fact; the conclusion is non
factual ('ought' could also have been used, since the difference between should and 
ought is immaterial here). And the factual premises provide conclusive reasons for 
urging the described action. Preempting a possible line of objection Black stresses 
the perfomative aspect ofthe utterance in the conclusion, 'Fischer should move the 
Queen'. A critic might object that the correct conclusion is really factual, viz. 
'Fischer'soest move is the Queen move', or, 'The one and or.ly way in which Fischer 
can win is by moving the Queen'. Black counters the suggestion by drawing attention 
to the perfomative aspect of the utterance of the conclusion. Black writes: 'In 
saying that there is a perfomative aspect to saying "Fischer should move the Queen", 
I mean that a speaker who uses this form ofwords counts as doing something more 
than, or something other than, saying something having a truth value. He is not just 
saying something that is true or false, but is doing, and counts as doing, something 

more than that.' (Black, \04) What more the speaker is doing may be roughly 
characterised as something with an evaluativeand imperative force: 'to urge the 
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hearer to adopt acourse ofaction selected by the speaker as preferable, optimal. or 
correct'. (Black, 105). 

In a more generalized form any argument exemplifying the following pattern 
would count as a sound practical inference from factual premises to a non-factual 

conclusion: 
You want to ach ieve E. 
Doing M is the one and only way way to achieve E. 
.. You should do M. 

V 
'The ethical theory of this century' says Quinton, 'has been dominated by 

the idea ofa philosophically fundamental cleavage between natural fact and value' 
(p.351). This acts as the basis of'antinaturalist ethics' both in Moore's intuitionistic 
critique of naturalism, and the noncognitivist insistence on 'a logical dualism of 
statements a and evaluations' (p.35). 

Quinton directs his critical attack primarily against the noncognitivist 
bifurcation ofstatements and evaluations. And by destroying this proposed logical 
dualism Quinton attempts to reinstate a naturalistic ethics which is substantially 
identical with Mill's doctrine of Utilitarianism. The logical dualism of the 
noncognitivist derives from the notion of the practicality of value: 'the idea ... that 
there is a special relationship or connection between judgments of value and conduct 
that does not obtain in the case of statements offact'. (Qu inton,3 55). A statement of 
fact provides a reason for belief, 'but to address ajudgment of value to someone is 
to provide him with a reason for action'. (355). But how precisely is practicality of 
an utterance to be defined, when a special relationship between value judgments 
and conduct is claimed? A connection, furthermore, which is supposed not to 
obtain in a theoretical utterance of a statement of fact? Quinton reviews and 
dismisses as inadequate for the purposes ofestabl ishing the alleged dual ism, certain 
criteria proposed by the emotivists : in terms of causation and intention. The 
former defines the connection in terms of''a predominating tendency to cause emotion 
and action'. The latter in terms of the intention to cause emotion or action. Quinton 
has no difficulty in producing examples of statements offact which satisfy the 
proposed criteria of practicality and hence undermine 'the presumption that there 
are two kinds of utterance that are basically distinct in principle.'(355). The 
prescriptivist analysis ofHare (with one modification) is, however found acceptable 
as 'the most satisfactory account of the disticntion between practical or conduct
related and theoretical or merely belief-related discourse.'(356). 
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rhus an utterance is practical if its sincere acceptance by someone to whom it is 
addressed commits him to acting in certain WilYS. Hare is right in characterising 
imperatives and value judgments as having practical or prescriptive force as defined. 
Except that Hareis too rigid in treating this commitment to action as absolute. 
Quinton allowes for the implie committment to be defeated and overridden in some 
special circumstance, without the possibility of defeasibility as negating the 
practicality of the utterance - but sincere acceptance is stressed as 'essential to a 
defin ition of practical ity'. 

Now the principle ofpracticality is invoked by the noncognitivist as entailing 

the logical dualty between statement offacts (as always and only theoretical), and 
judgments of value which, since they are admittedly practical, must be non
statements and noncognitive (since statements are always theoretical). Thus is 
naturalism refuted. 

But Quinton is quick to expose the gap in the above reasoning, a gap filled 
in by an uncritical and questionable presumption. He writes: 'The assumption that 
remains to be vindicated, if the practicality of value is to disprove naturalism, is 
that no statement offacts are practical'. (359) Again, 'In order to use this distinction 
to refute naturalism one further assumption needs to be made; that all statements of 
fact, true or false, are theoretical.'(358) . The noncognitivist position seems to rest 

on some confused thinking involving a defective analogy. Imperatives and value
judgments, it is being argued, are both practical, (which is true). Imperatives are 
non-statements or noncognitive, neither true nor false, (which also is correct). But 
are these two claims sufficient to establish that value-judgments are noncognitive 
(some kind of disguised imperatives)? Evidently they are not without the 
substantiation of the assumption questioned above. At least one thing is clear: 
post-Moorean antinaturalism has failed in its enterprise of establishing a decisive, 
clear cut logical duality of statements and evaluatiton solely from the principle of 
practicality. The assumption has to be justified that 'if an utterance is a statement of 
fact it must be theoretical and cannot be practica1.' (360) And the onus of proof is 
on the noncognitivist. 

To prevent a misunderstanding, it may be pointed out naturalism for its 
vindication, does not require the claim that all statements offact are practical; there 
is no reasonable doubt that most factual statements do not have a practical force (as 
earlier defined), As we have found in earlier discussion) naturalistic ethics seeks its 
foundation in a special class of natural facts, viz. the psychological facts about 
certain basic features of human life: wants, needs, desires, satisfaction, happiness. 
So we find Quinton offering to show the untenability of the noncognitivist 

assumption, 'by producing a kind of utterance which is at once unquestionably 
factual and yet at the same time practical. ... The type of utterance I have in mind 
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for this purpose is what I shall call an appetitive utterance, an utterance about what 
someone likes or dislikes, enjoys or suffers from, is pleased or satisfied by, is 
displeased or repelled by'(360). 

For a proper assessment ofQUinton's theory of,appetitive' utterances (which 
he goes on to develop into a systematic theory of 'appetitive natural ism'), the 
following must be noted. Appetitive utterances are clearly statements (true or false). 
-they state facts about what someone likes, dislikes, etc. Hence they are statements 
about empirical facts: psychological facts pertaing to human nature. And what is 
more the utterance of appetitive statements have practical force (according to the 
definition of the principle of practicality). To support this last claim consider 
someone asking for practical guidance ofwhat he should do in some given situation, 
and you say, 'you will like (enjoy most) doing X'. Now if the person agrees that he/ 
she will indeed like most doing X, and there are no defeasibility conditions 
preventing him from doing X , then the sincerity of his agreement is brought in 
question. He does not do therefore the utterance of 'You will like doing x the most' 
in the given context is an appetitive statement of fact which is at the same time 
practical in its force, it is conduct-related . The appetitive theory is, after all, 
expressing a not surprizing truth that what people like or dislike, enjoy or suffer 
from are mental facts which act as reasonsfor action ;just as in our earlier discussion 
we had presented the psychological facts ofdesiring and wanting as effective reasons 
for actions. To take Quinton's example. A person who is visiting my town asks for 
guidance about the hotel he should stay at. I might say, 'The Crown is the quietist/ 
largest/oldest hotel in town' (a purely theoretical descriptive statement). Or, I might 
say, 'You will like the Crown most' (appetitive statement). Both utterances are 
statements of fact; but the first, the descriptive, theoretical does not satisfy our 
criterion for practicality. Because, as Quinton points out, 'The descriptive 
observations are relevant only under the assumption that the questioner likes or 
values hotels with the qualities in question, which he may well not do. But in the 
appetitive case there is no substantial assumption that he likes or values what he 
likes.lfa man stays away from the hotel which he has accepted as tile smartest or 
oldest this casts no doubt on the sincerity of his agreement. But if he stays away 
from the hotel he agrees he would like the most then the sincerity of his agreement 
is brought in question in default of some explanation, such as that it is too 
expensive'(361 ). 

I should like to point out that this isjust the first stage in Quinton's arguments 
defending a system of 'appetitive naturalism' which he acknowledges is, in substance, 
Mill's Utilitarianism, But considering the limited scope of this paper, viz hopefully 
to weaken, if not to refute the hostile impact of Hurne's Law on an attempt to do 
naturalistic ethics, Quinton may have helped in taking the first step. 
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BHA VA-RuPA: AN ANALYSIS 

BIJAYANANDA KAR 

Professor R. Balasubramanian is undisputably one of the foremost text

based authentic Advaita scholars of recent day. His deep study of the sankarite 

works, particularly the Talttiriyopanisad Bhssya - Vsrtika of Suresvara is com

mendable. He, while givingintroduction to the text of Suresvara, has elaborately 

discussed the salient features ofAdvaita Darsana, the special contribution made by 

Suresvara to the understanding of Acarya sankara's philosophic formulation of 

Advaita and also Suresvara's own distinctive view-points towards enriching the 

Advaita darsana. Professor Balasubramanian's presentation is quite scholarly, force

ful and persuasive. 

Here, in this short paper, I would like to discuss the term bhsva-rtipa often 

used by the sankarites (Suresvara included) while explaining the concept ofMaya! 

avidys. Though sankara has not coined the term: bheva-ru pa in his own works and 

has not distinguished between maya and avidya (also ajnana), his later followers 

have made move in this direction. Though some post-sankarites interpret mayato 

be cosmic and avidya to be individualistic, Suresvara has followed saekara in treating 

these concepts almost as synonymous. With regard to the explanation of the con
cept of maya/avidya, it has been held by Suresvara, Citsukha and others that it is 
bhsva-rapa. Themodem writers including Professor Balasubramanian have treated 
it as something positive and existent .1 

Now, it can be evident that literally the_term: bhsva-rupa is understood as 
ropaoibhsva(bhsvasyaropah bhava-rupal]s.a.W-tat-puruspsamasa).1t is thus, clearly 
not bhava. If bhava means something positive, then surely avidya/maya/ajnana can 
never mean something positive as per the direct meaning is taken into account. So, 
bhsva-rcpa can be treated as semblance of bhsva or that which appears as bhsva 
but really is something other than bhsva. And, if bhsva is understood as something 
positive, then avidya as bhsva-ra pa can never be something positive. 
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It may be said that though literally bhsva-rapa is not bhava, in the context 

of the Advaita notion of avidya, it requires a different reading. Since it has an 
appearance ofbhsva, it can never be abhsva. It does occur or it does happen; and, it 
is through vidys, it ceases (Vijnsnena viliyate).The stock ordinary example is often 
cited in this context. The rope appears as snake. It is the rope which actually is 
present on the occasion and is mistakenly treated as snake. But it can be seen here 
that the snake that is perceived is only a mistaken cognitive judgement. The snake 

that is perceived on the occasion is not present there actually. Nor even it is thought 
to be present somewhere else, in some other time. It is simply a matter of percep
tual confusion or malobservation. The question of its positivity or negativity does 
not arise. The "apparent snake" is neither bhsva, nor abhsva but only a semblance 
of bhsva, i.e. it appears to be there but actually it is not. Ofcourse, it is true that the 
judgement. "This is X" is a positive judgement and "This is not X" is a negative 
judgement. But here the analysis is on the point of rope appearing as snake. While 

the rope appeared to be a snake to a perceiver (by mistake, of course), the con

cerned perceiver never took it as apparent snake. It that case, there would not have 
been any error. He took it as actual snake and only on subsequent occasion, it was 
revealed to him on the basis of some further tests, that the object before him was 

not snake. Then what is withdrawn? Only the judging ofrope as snake. The judge
ment which is found to be misjudgement is withdrawn, not any existent snake. The 
positive or affirmative judgement "This is snake" is corrected as "This is not snake" 

is corrected as "This is not snake" and is replaced by by another positive judgement 
"This is rope". 

'It thus becomes clear that avidys is an instance of confusion. It is a phe
nomenon in the empirical sense and it need not be construed as either a negative or 
a positive entity. But the modern writers seem to have been insisting on the point 
that avidys/msys in the generic sense, not confirming to any particular case of 

misperception, can be regarded as an entity onto logically. As the rope is mistaken 
as snake, so also Brahman is misconstrued as the manifold world due to adhyssa/ 

avidyalmayalajiianalmithya-jiifina. Here ajnsna is not simply absence of knowledge 

but a positive misconstruction, i.e. taking something as something else (atasmin 
tadbuddhi). 

Now, even if one concedes this argument of the analogical foundation, it 
does not follow that the appearance of Brahman esjagat is positive (bhsva). It only 
aims at directing the significant point at the epistemic front that Brahman is not 

known. It is due to maya, Brahman is misconstrued as jagat. Here jagat is not the 

world of matter of fact. The world of actual existence is not replaced; on Iy the 
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world-view or sariJsarika dr~!i that is engulfed with overdose of sensualities, self
ishness and sel f-pcssessiveness as the on ly ideal of va luationa I concern and there 

is nothing else, is critically viewed. It is indicated clearly that one has to become 

critical about th is radical move; for it generates both self-egotism (ahamsbhimsnai 

and unwarranted self-possessive tendency (mamsbhimsna). To Suresvara, jagat 

has no being of its own (anstmakam) but it is due to the basis of craving 

(mohamolamv. And it is the self-centered egoity which breeds hatered, jealosy, 

and vanity, is criticised and avoided in this set up. Value-awareness is surely not 

empirical in the sense it is sense-experienced as the factual judgements are. But 

that does not mean that values are not at all of empirical concern. To have a better 

harmonious, reasonably peaceful social living is very much a matter of empirical 

necessity. The ideal of Brahmsvagati (awareness of Brahman) is thus quite plau

sible in thid valuational framework. 

So, the error which the Advaita darsana emphasises seems to be not of 

transphcnornenal but of valuational type. Though the point is initially developed 

from the instance of rope-snake confusion of the factual origin, it is directed pre

cisely to a defect at the valuational type. And that message is quite significant at 

the moral front. The practical impact of moral reasoning is fully secured here. it 

need not be defended by any course of pure reason, to borrow the Kantian expres

sion. Thereby it would lead to unnecessary, unfruitful speculative surmises. Hence, 

the questions: what is avidys in the transphenomenal sense, what is its locus in the 

ontological context, how is avidys related with the Brahman need not be enter

tained as indispensable. A transphenomenal, nonmenal, ontological rendering, from 

this point of view, seems to be unwarranted. It is misleading to suggest that if 

something is not positive, it must be negative. Mistaking itself, is beyond this 

characterisation. And, that is why tile sankarites coin the expression bhsva-ro pa 

neither f II ing to bhsva nor to abhsva in tile ontological sense. 

. It is remarked that "avidys, like the world is dependent on Brahman which 

is the locus (adhisthsna)'". But what is meant by locus here? Does it have the.. 
implication of substantive basis? If that is, then it can be said that one is unneces

sarily led by the pseudo-material mode of speech. Matchsticks are inside the match

box and hence those are not seen; but when match-box is opened and sticks are 

brought out, those are seen. Once the coverning is taken out, the hidden material is 

exposed and is seen as it is. But ajnsna is not likewise a covering in the literal 

sense. Snake does not cover the rope. Adhyssa need not be construed in the physi

calistic pattern. lt is cognitive misconstruction. True, sankara himselfhas remarked 

that avidvs or ajnsna conceals the nature of Atma-jnsna'. But that need not suggest 
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that avidya/ ajflana literally covers theAtman, The expression is to be understood 
contextually. It only means that mistake isreplaced by correction. Mistake does 
not exist, it occurs. There issignificant distinction between 'occurent' expression 
and 'is' expression. Of course, as hinted earlier, mistake is viewed in the Advaita 
context from the valuational standpoint. And there is no disregard for the operation· 
of specific type of reasoning which is suitable in that context. 

To Suresvara, avidys is opposed to vidys. But this does not suggest, as 

Professor Balasubramanian thinks, that avidys does not convey absence of know 1
edge and is something positive and existent It is not clear as to how avidys is trated 
as not absence ofknowledge. Surely, if vidys occurs then there is the non-presence 
ofavidys and so also vice-versa. Either ajudgement is true or it is false. Being true, 

it gives knowledge, otherwise it imparts falsity. In fact, sankara also uses the terms: 

satya and an~ta/asatya in this exclusive sense. Both ofthem are characterisation of 
judgement/proposition. That is either the statement is true or it false. It does not 
make sense to say that a thing (vastu) is either true or false. A thing exists and that 
is the end of the matter. A non-existing thing is not having a peculiar form of 
existence. It also is neither positive nor negative. It is simply odd to think that there 
are both positive nor negative. It is simply odd to think that there are both positive 
things and negative things. Such kind ofspeculative surmises only breed confusion 
and obsecurities. Absence of knowledge (avidya) and wrong knowledge (mithys
jnsna) are quite intelligible within the episternic framework and any kind of 
ontologising of such concept leads to vagueness. Perhaps that is the reason why 
"Suresvara does not admit the existence of negative entities at all. What is called 
abhava is only imagination (kalpansmstram)'": That means, avidys as absence of 
knowledge (jnena-bhsva) is not negative entity. Percisely speaking it is not an en
tity at all. It is phenomenon which just occurs and is subsequently corrected when 
there arises knowledge. 

It is interesting to find that Professor Balasubramanian, towards the end of 
his discussion under reference, comes very near this conclusion while he holds that 
strictly speaking avidys is neither existent nor non-existent, but is an illusory ap
pearance (Mithys-rapa)', Being an appearance, it neither affects the real, nor is 

caused due to real. The falsity lies with the cogniser who relates or couples the 
satya and the an~ta. The anr{a_itself is not wrong (mithys) but its being coupled 
with rta or satya is falsification (mithunikarana). Hence bhsva-ropa is neither to be 
treated as positive nor is to be regarded as existent. It is neitller bhava nor abhsva. 

It is simply appearance of bhava and nothing else. 
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l'UI}(!/, Ji/'t'.\~II{e(1 uIIII[' lt. /'J\"J'iliii"rt'l! Xc/tilil/o! Seminar OJI "l'hilosophicu! 
works ofProfessor R. lialasuhrumanian" a/ Delhi during March 2J-2J. 200J. 

RLT[RENCES 

I. Vide Professor R. Balsubramanian's Introduction to Taittirivopunisud llhssyu

Viir/ika or Suresvara, Madras: Radhakrishnan lnstitute of Advanced Study in 
Philosophy, University of Madras, 1984,p. 32. It is, henceforth, referred 10 as 
His Introduction. 

.,	 Vide his Introduction, p. 109. 

3.	 Vide his Introduction, p. 103. 

4.	 Vide sankara's Taiuiriya-bhssya "uvidyayu-tiraskriyu-tnane Vij/lilfle" , II.X and 

his Git s-bhssya "uiMinenuv/ul11j/li/lwllIleflu muhayantijantuvah". V.15. 

5. Vide his introduction, p. 1505. 
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PA NCAPADlKAVIVARANA 
(Varnkal) .. 

Text with translation a;d exposition in Bengali 

AMARNATH BHATTACHARYA 

~ M~i7P1'<l1'$C~, ~C:HI8TliS.f:C<l, ~ I 

~ 'S'i'i'f\5:, 9j?lI'f~C~~8TIi71cq9JC<l~: ~ II ~ II 

'S'i~ ~ ~ m'S'fT~~~, ~ ~ (~: '(3 ~~"Ccrn- ~ 15/~R>~~) 

~% ~~"C"t~RbMRi~ ~ ~ I!l<f\ ~ ~~~~,~~~ \5fi5T<r 

~ ~ ~ (15/~, ~ t~~<mi'l ~~ ~ xmrn) 1!l~9f 'Jf~' -~ 

(¢f*~~) ~ (<t>~(\!If~J 11:>11 

i51T~, ~C61Rb<t> '(315/lf~ I!l~ ~tf f.ffi ~ <n ~ ~~~ ~ 

~~'ilq~~~"l~~ 1~'1<.!l~~~ I~\S 

~~f'I1~ll;)li1~~ ~ I ~"l~ prm'il(~~~~'1~ ~~aP1';1(Jf1 ~~ 

~~ I~~~~, ~'"IT~~~~<fi011 ~<n~, f<ll10'l1~ 

~~ 121"«llICi1i1 "1J~9ffu, ~, l5f-iiil"1O'l ~~f0i1 <i'[O'f~~~~ I~,~ 

\S ~ <.!l~ ~~ ~!lf"11bi1C~ ~IU~~~~I~,~~ filMfiIl'*li'l 

'SMT ~~ Pl~~'='IC<i ~"l ~~ <t>rn{JIC~O'lI 
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~ '>t",) \51~, ~~ i51'fT~'l ~~~~~~~,~~~'f <l""C6!' I 
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'I.!l~ ~9fi'l" ~,9f<1~~ 11.!l~ \5l>t~l'i '"5{,' ~ \5l~, ~1ii1"5{, ~ I 

'l>1i'lIMIfJl~ i1~\l'C~i'l m~~~\5lR><tJl'Ti1 m-~'8~~~~ 

~m<l'l<l'li'l ~, 'iTC'flOT!f1l" (}fCf"ifr;'rn <l"M1 <l'Rlc~C~"'l 

fpfJT: ti>t,I'f)j<q6ffJ ~f(rf'~HtfCfT-. , 

~~CfTg~~gl 

1fT~9frnAfiflrJ <q1JZl'f~1 

fJlT~ ~1I<q'!l~I'f<q ~ ifg II~ II . 

~ 
~ \5lOi~ \5l<t61'.i"l ~ M'iTT ~'iTC~'8 (elti, ~,~ ~~) ~~'f~ 
~ <l1<l'1~1fi1 ~ ~ (~~) C<l"\f '8 (~) ~ ~ ~ ~~ \5I1mf~ ~~, 
~~\5l1~IC\fi'l~~~!f\fH~ I' 
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~~lr(~~ tf<l~C1,-=,IC~I'~~ "lfal~IC'iZ<'l I 

'WJf 1:I)/I;iJ>f!.W'#~s'tlil;qZ;ql~:I 

~~ if ~CiJl~"''''JI"i.~Z;q1 ~~: II~II 

~ 
':J!f<llT>'1 ~~~~~, (~) ~~~ ~~~, i!iR~~~'G 

'6I~"'IJ11,-=,q ('\5l"Q{r~~ '6I'U ~~ C<llT"'I ~~), ~ (~~) ~ 

<ll~C~~ I 

~ 
~~~ 9j~C"l<1~litlll!lfG1I~~Ccrn~ '6I@1~f$t~ ~'G~~ ~G1a'11C'-='~ ~ 

'il"C'fl'ITN~m~~, ~~~~'GI!l~'\5l"~ I~~~ 
" ~ ~/'Il'fJ CfWf 7/'!iI I~I l/llff CfWf~q{'f IS ~~ t I 

~ifif'~t<h: !JCf'I"1W~: II" 

'6IQ{r~~~~ I5fu; '6ITOZ, ~~'il'f~~ <1l~'\5l"~ ~~ I ~~~ 

~, ~'G ~~ - "fillc<1*~ ~~ ~cmm iT~" I ~Q{r~~~~ 

~~~~~~, ~~~~9fi5~'6I'U~~~~~;n 

~~~ ~~ '6I"l~~~ ";I~itl ~ <llM{lIC'iZ"'I I ~ ~~ iTf1l' ~ 

'6I0'l0'l111'-='''l I~ ~~~ I ~!f<llT>'1 S~~~C~ ";t~itl '61~ ~ ~~{ll~iil I ~ 

t11&1~ ~ 00 ~~~ ~I~~~ on \~~ 15l(I5'f!l@lf0 ~ I ~~ 

I!l~~ ~~ ~~~~ <llM{llC'iZ<'l I 
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~~~m~~"!.~1 

~~~~~~9ffi13~11911 

~ 
('ffTh~ W) ~~ CXlT~~ (~q~ ~~t0)~~~ ~';:'IC<J 

~~ ''If\3'' \5l;p1IC~ (~~ X\~<fl~~lC~J?1~) 9f~~ <m~ ~ I 

~ 
9fl:J~ X\~~ ~'i'\{;~ 'OlI~ ~~ ~~~I"\ ~~ I ~ ~ ~~ I .!l<tITff 

~I'0M ..r5 9fl1J9fT'T ~\5f~9fm ~ X\~~ ~M ~f.'rnT ~ ~~ m9f C~~rrr 

~q@ iSj~ (,;~ fifm ~!(!fC<l>i1 I ~ ~ ~9f \!J"flit <mm ~ ~fG0 

~ I ~~-.:n "i~~~ "9fl:J9fT'T" ~ ~~~ I "i~<flm M<rr'i'\{;~ 'OlIl:fJ \!J~ 9fW~. 

~Jj "i~<fl?1~ICl:ll!'1 ~~mr ~~, ~ "9f~9fTMr" ~ ~ ! 

9f~~~~'T~~f*~~~ 19f'i)9fT'T~~<flT~~0 

mRroT ~9fVIT"i ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~~1<fl?1~~1<l~~ ~ I J1 ~0 

~~~ <1R3>c~ ~0~~~~~~~ 9fT~fc'!f9fT1J 

~~'!'~ ~ I ~~ 30JT~ ~ 9f'i)9fT'T \!J~ ~~ ~'T <mm \5l<l>itlfbc'B ~ 

"T~~ "ffi'T19ffi' ~ I ~: 9f'i)9fT"i ~ \5fl:fTTVT?1' ~~ 9fT"i ~ "i~<fl$l~ICl:lJ?1 ~~~ 

~ <flR1m~~"1 I ~~ \5l1W1C<fl ~:~ ~~~ ~"'Il~~Jl~Cci1"'1 I "i~~ ~f.<l 

""JR! W ~:~~~ 9f'i)~~ \!J<l~ 9f1iJ9fTI1 ~~~9f<l'a1 ~ I 9fThfG 9fT11 

9j<J~ ~ ~ ~~m~ ~~ 9f~~ ~'T <I'm ~ I ~, 9f~~ 

~\!J<fl~fu"l<f~C<lT~ I ~~~'T<lC1T~-

H~: 9fffTr~ f.(!fro' "I:qlJlJJji$i~1 I 

~9f'fT ~1fTir~ ~~ 9(ff3~~ II" 

\5f~~ ~~, 9fITT~9f'T, f<t~!f"f"f;l, <l'T<flTmm-;r 18 ~~ '>iiIT~ \!J~ ~ 

~'T~ ~ I \!J~ "9fT'f" ~ \5l~"iCff6T I 9fI:I~~~~ \5l~X\~ 

~ "9f~~" <fCC'[ I \5l~, ~~ ~ ~~ R1P9ftf "9f'0$3" ~ \!J~ ~ 

~ I ~ \5f~~ I '9fT'!' ~ \5l~ \5l~"i I ~ X\~<fl?1~lCl:lJ?1 \5lW ~~ <WrnT ~ 

~ 9f'0$3~ ('118m ~ I 

"i~<fl?1~lC~l?1 ~~~ G1<flT ,'"1R3 18 ~'T~ !f~~ 9fl:J~ 9f~~ 
'f<1rr9f'll>T ~~~ ~~~~~ I CfflI'T ~ "i~~ ~~ fA1l:l1<fl~<fl 
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mw ~~~1~ I ~ \S9fi'r '9($~9{'f', '\51~9f1in~~'. 'm<n~ -~~' ~.~ ~1 

~~V'f'8 !f<j>Ml~n ~R5~ '9($'9(l~ ~'f ' ~,J1<llTffl ~ ~~ ~ ~Ol~<{q; 

9(~~ R'T-' '!il~ rmrtrr.ern -.n~ "t,~ ~~~~~~~ .~ . 
rn-r~ ~ ~ I..!J~ ~~ ~~9( 'iiCfJ ~ ..!J~' ~ ~ '5I"101".jjC<1~ ~ 
~'f~~I..!J~~'f~~~~~cm'iiTW~~~ 

~~~~I 

MNo.:;>/ifiG'/Z</ClfJ ;(!P'f~~ CC'f1r<fi 

!!f~ ~: ~~1"'I¥i'Z·fif I 

~ ~~G'/>/z)JAi't errt{J"#~~~ ~& 

~~fJ;~)JG'/o.:;/CiJ '4l§')J$ ~: IIITII 

~ 
~ (0URr ~) ~ (!f~ ~) ~~ <llQlI, ~ "1lOI ~~"1J~'iiC"@ ~ 

mw~'8 (~~<l"~~) ~~~;n 1..!J~9(!fm~<ll<llJ"1lC~ ('5T~~2J~?H'"lm) 

~~1~~~!!1@~; (~,) ~'ii'f (~) ~~~i 

!1/~fi>to.:;>tJ .!1~>/J1~ZtJ,., "I~>/)JIRJ
 

!ml"~"'/I:;lJ1~ ~~~
 

6/N,C1fiJo.:; ~1W ~: ~g
 

~~ ~~9(fffQ/'f<lZ~Zifil~g
 

~'1IZ,#;q>WC1""cr: ~~~9f ~
 

~: t(~ i5flfPfT
 

$'I$I/Clf/ifiZW ~(~ ~;
 

~~~(1i'f4iIf-fi/l( I
 

~ 
~ ~~~, W\5~~ I!l~,~~ ~~~m~ 

OlI[~m (~) 'ji~~~ I!lCl\ ("1\'ji~ ~~\5) 'f'l!1 I5Klij~ C'f~K~ (\5l~1e.. it<i ~ ~t'i!\~ 

~~~) \51~~ ~ ~ "15~" '8 "~' ~~~~ C'fSl ~ '8 ~ 

i5lC\:lq~C9(~~'Pfm~(~~)~,~~~~~; (..!J~rn-r 
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~ 9fliJ9fl'f!f~~~~ -s ~) \$~ @'-::?~C~~.~ ~\5TC~ mm ~~~~ 
0T~1~<:~<:~ - '~\5II"'l""f>;l'-::?I<1, ~~, '831"i>;l'-::?1<1 -s ~ ~~~ ~~ C'-::?If~~~ 
~9f ~ C5~"'lJC<l) ~ (<l)fik~~)' I \$~ (\£l~~) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~9fr-f 
~3~\5l~9flf~~;~~(~)~(~~m~)~\5l~9flf 

~1fW~1 

~ 
9fliI9ffIf ~ , ~~!f"11J'rf \£l<1', ~~~!f~~~ >j1~t5~"iJC~ <1'" 

~ ~~{lIC'("i \$<1', ~ m~ ~9fl'ij ~ ~~ ~ I _'ifC~ ~ f4~"ilC·gl 

m~~~~9f.~~ 1~~ofu!fT~~"il·!Vl'~ 

<1'(OG1 I ~~~ \£l<1', ~~~'5I'"l~9ffu \$~~~~ <1'JT9fr:l' I ~'fQ1lb~C9~ 

;urn f4~{l<ftUl ~~ !ffiPIT:~~~~~~ I ~~~ ~ 'SMJ 

~ ~ ~~{l<ffli:t ~ ~ ~ I \$~ 9fliI9ffIf 9f~~ ~~~ \£l<1', 

~~{l<ffl~ f.W(-T ~ <l)~{l1C'(0i I ~~ C\:)lfi:t~~ >il~t5~"'lJ~ \£l~ ~ I f.l~'l, 

~'O~ ~ >j1~tb\?"'IJ ~ ~ I >11~t5\?"iJ ~~9fif~, ~~~ 

~ '~" <fffi ~ I ~~~1.:~1'-::?1<1':il~9f~~, \$~ Xflm CffifC'Bl ~ 

"~" f4C·l~'lff; ~,~ ~ I '-::?I.i:tlwf!f"i~ e;tT ~~~ ~~ ~~ 

~'f~, ~~~~ "~" \!if~~ \!if~~~'l~~ I \5It'lj~~c~ 

~~ ~'l~, ~ QI''I'~'-::?l<j ~~~ "~"~~~~ I~, 

~ !I'(~ ,aTlf404Qi"'l ~ ~%tb~COlJ!-I (i5"f !f'f"(c0li:t~~ "~"~~ I 

\!ift'IDm_ ~'ifC'Bl "fU ~~~~~"~~" <fffi ~ I 

9f'<t3~~~~ "~'l ~'l ~:" \£l~ \!if,C"'rn ~ >jl~Cb~"iJ -s 
'O~tb~C"iJ'!il ~~~ I "~" ('(T.~9f.~/'tr/"\) ~ ~~I<1IC<l'J '~~' ~ 

~ llBll<1~tl ~~ ~ "~' ~ ~ ~:~'fT<1'~ i1<1tb~<'lJ ~~ ~~ 

\5l~~~ ~ ~9fVf \5l%5JT~'lT ~ ~ ~ -s ~~~~ I 

~-r,~~ "~rrN3"~~ ~~<1141'(~~~~frr~~ ~'l~ 

~~ ~~ "~~" ~ <1'lDI1~ ~ -s "~' ~ <1'lDI1~ ~ ~9f ~~rc~ 

\5l~~ (If:q1~{J1C'(<'l I (~R3~, ,. 8~8 ,-r\~3.m., ~{l'~~) ~ "~~" ~ 

-r\~~,<11<1~~ql ~ !fNJ'-::?I~ql\$~ fG"'l'~i1<1' ~ <l'rn{JIC'(<'lI!l<1', ~~ 

<11 ~~ <1fa1{JIC'("'1 I ~ \5ITIl"~ <lfal{J1C~, ~ -s ~ ~ "~" !I'(NJ 

ll~<lICqlJ'!il~~'l@m~C<11f~~I (~<lTCflPl~, ~~~-~8, ,.~8-~(1', 

~~\.~."'l'\ (1'~, ~~O~) \5It1l1C"ii:t 1l'"C"'I'~, '~' ll~<lIC<l)Ii:t mm~~~(O"iIfi:t~ 

~~'{3~!fi5 I ~~~!fi5~ <11 ~ I!l<l'~ \!if~~ I ~ ~~faI 

\!if~ "1'l1 \)lfal~'-::?IC<l <.!l~ '5I'~!f<l'f"i ~, ~~ <.!l~~~~ R{J\)l~'-::?IC<l 
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«1ifrj '5!~ ~,~'5!~~T~~ I ~~'l~ ~~ - "~\~<;{,>j~>j~l~~ 
~~ I ~~T~ ~ \5~~~~" II (f5~~, :<31" 9ffu. em. ~~". ~ITIT, 

~. ~\.~\~) ~~ ~~~ f<rrn ~ 'B ~~ ~~~ I 

~~ ~ ~ ~ ClI, ~~ c~t4lfj;c~~~9fffi~~~ ~'B 

~~M~~~lC<1.~'B ~~~~~~~ I «1lR«1lR'Wf~ 

Wlf'B ~~ I ~~'i1V3~~~ ~~~ «1lR'B ~<IT~~ 
~ I ~"T ~ ~~ - ~~'T ~<1\ ~ I ~~14I<1I~C4I <1[aj{flC'?l;Oi 

"~~'qT~ s ~~t(11l\5T I 

~ ~\ ~ ~~ ij{f~JG~ II" 

(~.~.~. ~. ~,tW. <IT. ~) ~~C~ICl'fj;C~·~~~'1\STC<1~~16l1U'11Ml~" 

~<1\ ~~ ~'T, ~'T ~"r~ ~~~ m~~\5T~9flfJ ~ qs~{flCti.:"" I ~\ I!l~ 

~~~~~~~lf~ ~<1\ «1ST"'I" ~'B ~~ I 

W~~~'-i$f/i'l~*J'#JIj}9f'{~~ 

~RJ>cft1#J'6'ti'fJJi$/i1~~'TPlf9r 

Mtij/"~/:q~ ~~ ~ <rr~'JR:(fflT!!f't~: 

lS~~ - H~: eP~fit'#:9f11/lf'6~'6~" 

~\fJJI/TifJ,: (~:) r:tft<rr: I iT~C1II11~Rr"17 ~*"Jl>'#'f~ 

~, \Orn/Ti"~ "~IfJ/Ti;;J.fi'='J''#'~'' I 

~ 
m,~(~)~~~~0M\5T'B-8~~~fu.(~~~~'B) 

~ (~'B '5!T~~\5IOf.~~-~9f) ~!Ic{fliSTC"'1~ ~lf<q5~'B (I6l"'1J~"'1.)~ 

~'B (~~) M'fJlaotlc~~~9fi$f\[o'{ (~) ~~(~lfJ) (9fi1f9\T'!) 'iS~~~ 

9f'1l>j1C~~~mf\3~;urn~~, ~ (16l"~~ ~<11'RmT'T~) ~cf 

4I~cd~' ~ (~) rnrt<ll <rr<r>J, ~ 15 ~ ~<qsT~ ~ -8m<1' ~ qs~C~C~Oi I 

~9f ~ ~ ~~'T i5r-i~ ~~, (~ 9fi1f9fN) '~~~ (16l"~~ 

9f'fTCfi, ~~, <11<tllcl1liST"'11'B \5lTC'lPC~ ~lW{ ~~9f) ~ ~ -'1.e:f (~!Pffi"_ 

"T\~~,~ <1TI'<ffi ~ ~ ~ 4I~cd~') ~~ WfC<1' ~ f.Tvf..t <tl~C~C~Oi I 
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I 

~
 
ifII {iN:~: ~~9ft - [ijfl~~(N;; ~1<iJG1W'~RT~, '~Q,fr <['fIN Wi <rft<1i: 
~.!I'14lIRJfibg I w'l>fTfff.r p Cf1Wg srw~ ~1<IJMllfl ~'~ ~ ~llfJVf'4i~~ ~ I WJiT~ 
~~'~ >J..ll.!J~1<qIIf9/RJ~ftmJ ~ ~ ~1Mf>f'4il~ p 4l£,<qU'C; ~m ~ 
~~~~~ ~9/Vf'4iJl1~1"1lllJl~~u~g~>f>f"""'f1pf{ 3d ifi i§31 "1m ~g 

~~ >J..Ji<qI4lJ>fJ c~'~I~~ ~ I ~~if<filRtK''''(7f~ ~~~ 3Jifii§3/"IfiI,'C; 

f>f"i:fTf.t, ~ C<qlfl&<qI4lJRtil<i1:, ~~~~~$:J"Iti~g~>f>f~~ 

C<qlfl&<qI4>JKti/<i1: ~~ >J..Ji<qI4lPIJ ~~9frif'fq ~~~~g I ~~ is/W~;y 

'¥f'~~~, ~;Y~ I 

~ 
~<@r, ~~ (i5l~) i5T<lTffJ<m~~~~, ~ (~) \:l1~J<:j'll'C~~~1 

'~<l i5l~~>[~I'P1® <l1V'f;r'P:fl~ ~'p:l1m ~ ~<T~ (~SfC~) HC'SlCIf~~ 

(V1"~) f.mr<r'f ~~, \:l1~J<t'\?l'il'f ~ ~~~' - (~~'il'f) \51Vfm ~~9(C'f'l'l''f 

Nm~ I ~~9(\:lI~J<:j'll''f~W '~~~~~~' (~~I 

~ I ~ )~~ i5li<ll"TClfl~~ IS~~~R3 'Sl1Jl~"1\?l ~ '~' ~~ 9fIffG i5l~ 

~~ I ~~ (~9fVffi ~ ~9fDffi ~ ~ on ~IS~ ~<T~ ~ ~~ 

~\S~)~9(Dffi~(~~~~9(\5fC~~~~)~~9( 

i5l~ C'f'l'l'~ m~ ~ '1T~ ~ ~ ~ Sl'l'fii53ICOl~ ~ ~ <t'It<n 1\ll"1IC<t'J~ 

~~9(~i5l~ 9fTISID ~ I (m) i5lf~ fuxr<T'f ~ '1Tl:f01 ~~ i5l~: 

~ ~ ~<T~ '1Tffi~: C<l"!I~"11C<t'J?l ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~~ i5l1'll'rn<t' ~<T~ ~ \5fC$r 

Wf~ '1T~"'I b':(~~Pl ""'fi'f ~~~ '1Tl:f01Sl'l'fii531COl?l ~ (Sl'l'fi'&al"'1C?l ~9frn) C<llfl~"11C<t'Ji:l 

fum ~ 1~<lI<t'lfGi:l ~~9( ~9fTIfJ \5[~ ~~9f<f~ 1~~ I 1Wf?T ~~9( i5l~ 

~9f\5 ~ ~~ (i5l~ ~9fN"1l) ~ ~i53I>lI>[C\lli:l (~I'll'rn<t' <Tl~) ~9( i5l~ 

~ ~9fT'fi1 <1'5"@ on, ~~ (~~ i5ltlWl ~) <m~ C<!T'ifl * I (~ ~9(fIf 

'\5l<IT<m~~' ~~9(~ <t'ffi~1C~Ol I ~~ i5l~JP1\:lIC~I?l ~9ffi 9(~~~!fCffi"Ol 

~G1<t'l<t'ICi:l?l !lRJi53I~H ~~~9fi:l~~ I 

~ 
~lwfJ~ f.l~'f ~tl:l~"1ICIf?l 1ffi\:l~k~ S1'1'fi>[CJ:li:l ~9fi:l \5TlfT !fCffi"Ol <t'm{l1C~"'I I 13~ ~ 

i5li:lWlV'l' t:<l'"& ~~~ I i5llfJT>f(;<t' i5ltl:l\!)c>nc~ \\SR3~ ~ ~ I C~ 

~,~, ~~~f.l~'f~~9(~~i5l~~i5!1<f"1T<t' ISl'l'fi>J:C~i:l 

~9ffi \:ll~Ji:lbOlIi'1 ~ i5lTbl<fJ l<f,<t'""i'1" 'i5ll:fW!\5WJ' ~ ~<t'it ~~ \5TlfT ~ <t'Rl~IC~Ol ~"1~ 

~i5l~ ~9(, i5ll:lIP'1~<t'l~i:l ~'f !l,?~ ~~ <t'Rl{lIC~Ol I~~i5l~ 

~~~ ca \S1Vml ~~ 9($~~ <m<m ~~!f~ 9J:f~ ~<t'it ~9( ~ 

<t'm{lIC~,~~~~~~~ I 
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'1fu5~"''f ~~, 9f1'il9(l11 ~f1IPi'-:lIC~J~ ~~ ~~ ~e:rnol <1'M~1C~, ~ 

>j~~~~ I <1'@'f9f1'il9(l11~~~<iWtmC'iZi1, ~"T,~~~~~~ 

~ I ~ ~f1JP1'-:l\~C<1' ~ <iQ'!T D(C'I on ; ~ ~ '-:l1~Jil1'l1'Cern- ~ ~ ~ I 

~ \5l i'4'M<1' ~<f, \51,9f<fr~ (7·1~1l~.Pl<llI'i>1 i>1'm ~m~ fcm:l<r'f <1'm ~ \£l<f, ~'iIT;~ 

f.lCiSlC'!~ <iT<1'T ~<m~"<l'm~, ~ I5WT <i"[il1" I ~-~ ~~, ~'& <i1 ~ 

~~ '!llICil1lf6~ ~'8 >[<llI"i>1i'm <il"[<ffif ~~ ~ "<l'm'~ on I ~'if"f ~l:fJ f.lCiSlC'!~ 

~<m~~'8~~~~~~ 1~1<f~~~, ~~ 

~ " ~'<JIC~iS'lflf@le3i>1l" ~~ S'lfl'1<ll\i;~ '!ll1'l1'Kl<1' <i1 \51~~C~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ 

"T\~~ . ~~~~ ~<1'ff1 "~" 9f'T ~~ <1'M~IC'iZi1 I ~ ~~ i1T 

~~'!ll1<1I'WfIC~~~ 1~~~c<n~~~<i"[il1" 1'!ll1<1IClfi:l 

:m~ ~9J ~ i1T I ~ <nG1 ~ ~~~~ I ~,~ '!ll1<1111<1' i1T ~ 

"~" 9f'TfiJ ~~ ~ Rtml<1' ~ W I ~~, ~~~ ~~ 

iSl'i11'8 "~" 9fC"ffi ~~~ I f.Wl ~~ ~ \£l<l, ~~~~~ 

~~~~~I 

~~ ~~ 9fT@ , "~" - 9f'TfiJ ~~ ~'8 "~"~~~ 

~ W ~ ? <1'@'f ~~ \5l1'l1'M<1' ~~ "~~" I ~~ ~~ 

c;1Jtf'i!<1'~~~~~~'8~ I ~'8~~, ~l:fJ~ I ~<1'Bf'f 

~~~~9ffi~ 1~<i1~~~~~~~~~~9ffi~ I~ 

~ ?flffi:~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~, ~9f ~'8 ~ ~l:fJ ~ I ~~ 

~~~~~~~9f~~'!llI~IC"f~~~~9ffi~ 1~'8~~~~ 

~~9ffi~i1T I ~\ "~" 9fC"ffi~ ~'8~~~9fT@on I ~'T<1'm~, 

~~9f~~~~~'fT~~W 1~'8~~~~ 

f.fDrn~~ @~9ffi ~ I ~~ 'JfiiT,"T' I ~~JfiiT,"T -urn \5l1>i ICi:l ~~~ 

~'fT~W 1~~~~~~~q\~~~~9fil~ I~~, 

~ '8 ~~~ JfiiT,"T I ~~ ~\S ~ <iJRJc~C<1' ~ ~~9ffi ~ on 
~~ 9fC"ffi lIf<1'TC~ ~ ~9f ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~?ffin ~ i 

~\~ 9fC"ffi "~" \5fC~ ~'fT~~~ ~9f9fN3~ W I 

'Om, ~~~" ~ <i1r<l'J ~ ~9fC'f il1"'lj'i'fT"<l'm ~, ~~~ ~ 

~ -~-~'8~~~~~'fT~W 1~'fT~m~~ 

~'!m ~"5liSl~~'l1''fT ~q, ~~\5l'8T:Z~'l1''fT ~IPl~lC'iZi1 I ~- 9fC"ffi@~<lI<1'I'8Ti1J 

~ e3"TR '8 ~~~~'fT~ W I ~~~, "JT~..,-..,.errn ~ ~9f 

~ '8 ~~"JT~ ~errn ~S'lfliS31ij~9f <Pil1" ~~ I ~ <iT<1'T <lJ®\!l \5fi1J <i I<1'JMWl 

W ~~~9ffi ~ i1T I ~, ~~ ~~<1'~ <iC1T ~~ C<i'!l~<i\<1'J>i~C:Zi:l 

~1~WI 
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~ '~~' M W ~l:l"lb,¥~~PjN9ffi ~~ ~'ifT ~~ ~JW-~ I 

~ ~ ~ '5lf~ ~or I ~ ~~~~~:~cqfu <lJKb(i1('1' ~~ ;n 

~~~~~~<{ffi~ 1~~~<n~~tf-~"<fJ~ 

~ '8 cmor ~~ I \5IC~\!I~(\!I "l,R3> ~ \5IlSllilf.'l'g:R.l '8 ~~~ 

~~~~ fVrn 1 ~ C<l~I~i11 ~ 'iT~'f['1'"~~ 'W'fil I ~~~ W 
C<1I'fI~<i i(<j>1 i1 \51~ ~~ ~~9f 15T~ 9fliT<!"trri1'T, ~ 'iR3.?l rmn ~ 9f'f1(;*r ~ 

9fi~ ~ I!l"l"~~~ R?l<1~l'I~I(<i~~~~~~cqfu ~~'9ffi 

~ I ~ rmn S'ifl~~~'1'~ 't;t1,?\!1 ~ I I!l~~~~ ml:lilb~g~>iN?ffi 

~~ S'ifl'53I("'l?l ~ f<tbm ~ 1!l~9f ~ \51~ f.t~ ~ I \51@ 15T~9j<f~ ~~ 

~~~~ \5I'53lilH1M*19f ~ ~tfil S'ifli83ICilitl iSM) C<1l'fl~<iI<j>PiiC~?l mm 
~ 1!l~9f ~ \51~~ ~ I T1~~ ~ - f@ri831>i11CJl?l I!l~ ~ 'iT 
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AKHYATIVADA: A STUDY FROM ADVAITA APPROACH
 

MRIDULA BHATTACHARYA
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BOOK REVIEW 

Bijayananda Kar: Value Perspectives In Indian Philosophy,
 
Mittal Publications, New Delhi -110059 (India), 2000, pp. vii-viii, 1-159
 

Price Rs.350. 

The work entitled 'Value Perspectives In Indian Philosophy' by 
Bijayananda Kar is a philosophical exercise on the notion of value in Indian 
Philosophy. The book contains eighteen scholarly research articles on the 
views on different values expressed by classical and contemporary 
philosophical thinkers of India. Its articles contain different popular, 
important and burning issues on value etc. In the first article entitled 'A look 
on Indian Philosophy-Past and Present' he attempts to show that traditional 
Indian Philosophy is darsana in nature but not philosophy with a note on 
the distinction between darsana and,philosophy. An attempt has been made 
to relate dharma with dar sana . Here he presents different senses in which 
the concept of God has been used in so-called orthodox traditions like 
Mirnanisa, Advaita Vedanta, Samkhya and Nyaya, He says that as in outside, 
so in India philosophical discussions have been carried in the same intellectual 
or theoretical platform and the deciding factor is in both case reason. 
According to him, Indian philosophers at least in the traditional sense of the 
term are engaged in certain issues which have developed in their intellectual 
tradition, a parallel of which may not be easily located in the western 
approach. 

Prof. Kar has made some comparative remarks on the Indian approach 
of philosophy with its western counterpart. He comments that traditional 
Indian darSana is not necessarily unphilosophical. Like Western philosophy, 
Indian philosophy also analytical and reflective. One should not think that 
this analytic method has been blindly echoed the foreign source. He rightly 
establishes that freedom of philosophic enquiry will be hampered if one 
demands a philosopher to stick to certain particular ideology. He gives 
emphasise that philosophy must have societal role through which human 
interest is directly or indirectly fulfilled. 

The second article entitled 'National Integration, Secularism and Advaita 
Philosophy of Value' is a burning issue in the present Indian scene. He 
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beautifully clarifies the concepts ofnational integration, secularism and value 
after Advaita philosophy. The author is completely aware of the present 
day position of India which consists of multilingual, multi-racial, 
multireligious, multi-ethnic and multi-political groups ofindividuals. Because 
of this diversity the conflict and disharmony arise frequently in different 
parts of the country. He attempts to give a solution so that all conflicts are 
replaced by peace and harmony. 

The scheme of value advocated by Shankara, he thinks, though 
of great significance from normal religious stantpoint, does not perhaps 
become effective in accelerating the cause of national integration because 
of its vagueness etc. to general people in some cases. To him national 
integration remains in the understanding of the essence of all religions 
attached to the citizens of a nation and there is a role of religion for 
national integration. 

In the third article entitled 'Shankara Advaita on Truth, Reality and 
value' it is said that Brahman is truth and reality itself. To him the knowledge 
of Brahman after Shankara means Brahman itself which is grounded upon 
the valuational postulate: sarva-bhtusntarstms. The sense of oneness means 
the sense of fellow feeling. Here he-nicely clarifies the vedic concept of rta 
and this way svakalysna and janakalysna are appropriately integrated. The 
knower of Brahman brings a harmony between the egoistic and altruistic 
tendencies by means ofa balanced intellect (sama-buddhi) and hence adopts 
a state of compositeness (sthitaprajnani . 

. The author has rightly pointed out that Shankara did not adopt a 
method of suskatarka regarding the realisation of Brahman. He establishes 

that sreya is the enlightened one in contrast with the preya. It would have 
been better if the author had taken some pain in quoting the original texts in 
support of his statements instead of the secondary ones. 

In the article 'Valuational Significance of Shankara Vedanta' the 
author clearly and lucidly explains the significance of Shankara's view 
'Brahman alone is real and jagat is unreal' (Brahma satyamjaganmithyajis 
the main problem faced by us in our life because generally the world in 
which we live cannot be false to us. Prof. Kar advocates, supporting Prof. 
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K.C. Bhattacharya, thatPratibhasikasatlaofShankara Vedanta is 'no fact' .It 
seems to be real for the time being but afterwards disappears when real thing 
is known. Here he states that when someone realises Brahman he will have a 

cognition of sameness in all. 

In the article 'Moksa As Value and Jnsna As Method in Shankara 
Vedanta' the statement, i.e, "...it (Brahmavagatiy being sought by human 
beings is humanistic" (purusenarthyamanatvat purusarthaiti yuktam - p. 53) 
is based on Bhamati, Original Sanskrit commentary on the Brahmasntra, 
Someother statements have been supported by some important secondary 
books and national journals. The presentation of this paper being clear and 
lucid will help the researchers on a topic related to liberation. 

In the article entitled 'Karmayoga in Gita -Its Valuational Framework' 
the author rightly points out that a great deal of discussion has already been 
made regarding the nature of the philosophy of activism as advocated by the 
Gus. There is a variety ofopinions among the commentators ofthe Gits with 
regard to the nature of karmayoga. Some remarks that the Gila supports a 
philosophy of karma based on knowledge and devotion, somerSamkhya) 
emphasises on atmsnatma-viveka-jnsna which is found to be incompatible 
with the Gita's samatva-budhirupa-karmayoga, some (Shankara) on jnsna, 
some (Ramanuja) on karma-jnsna integration, some (Chaitanya) on bhakti. 
The way in which the disinterested action has been advocated in the Gila is 
lucidly and clearly stated by him. The ethics found in the conception of 
Karmayoga is, he thinks, humanistic and never supra-humanistic. 

In 'The Dharma in Jainism' it is said that Jainism can be viewed in 

two ways : dharma and dar sana . Some of its cardinal virtues like self

effort (at:na cestsv; adherence to truth (satya) and non-violence are greatly 
relevant in the society. Here the author has referred to other related concepts 
e.g., religion, God, morality, karma, theology and God-head. The whole 
discussion has been arranged in the following way: I Dharma and Religion, 
II The Idea ofGod and the Doctrine ofkarma, /ll. Theology and God-head 
and IV. Jaina Dharma as Spiritualistic Humanism. The paper is based on 
original texts and other important authentic books on Jaina Philosophy. 

'Karma in Bauddha Dar sana' is a scholary article and a good 

contribution in this area. According to him, what the Bauddha emphasises is 
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not the cessation of suffering in a transempirical dehumanised mystical 
platform. He explains that there is no difference between world and nirvana. 
The world does not vanish; only a change of attitude and understanding are 
found. He rightly establishes the Bauddha contribution in correcting human 
attitude in the personal or individual level. 

Though the paper entitled" The Gandhian Approach on Individuality 
and Social Change - Its Valuational Perspectives" is very short, it is very 
interesting. In this short article, he attempts to establish that the Gandhian 
approach of individuality is more useful than Marxist approach of that for 
the welfare ofany society because permanent solution ofthe problem ofth~ 

society is possible by the former. His presentation and argument are lucid 
and valid respectively. 

In the article 'Swami Vivekananda and Interfaith Dialogue' he 
advocates that Vivekananda could appeal for unity among all religions and 
it is called by him 'Universal Religion'. The concept of 'Universal Religion' 
was propagated by his contemporaries such as Sri Aurobindo and 
Rabindranath Tagore but they adopt different terminologies like' religion of 
humanity' and 'religion of man' respectively. Perhaps any attempt for interfaith 
dialogue is to take note of all the issues like the number of ultimate reality, 
i.e., God etc., universal peace and understanding etc. specially when we 
consider Swamiji's suggestion for universal religion. 

In the article 'Tagore on Religious Value' Rabindranath's concept of 
religion is nicely indicated by Prof. Kar. Rabindranath has shown, he states, 
disinclination for any sort of supra-human, transcendental theistic entity. 
His (RT's) conception of God is non-theological and areligious in the usual 
traditional meaning of the term. Here he explains what Rabindranath means 
by spiritualism. Though he refers to 'Surplus in Man' or 'Universal in Man' in 
course of his discussion, he does not explain the two concepts. For 
Rabindranath spirit does not mean some form ofdisembodied being, but it is 
the personality of man. And God is never conceived as something beyond 
man. So ifwe read this short essay we can attain a good idea ofRabindranath's 
concept of religion. 

In the article 'Radhakrishnan and Secularism', secularism. 
Radhakrishnan's concept of secularism, difference between religion and 
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secularism are nicely and lucidly explicated byProf Kar. Radhakrishnan 
appears to be a critic of secularism after him. 

'Radhakrishnan on Intuition' is a short article which deals with 
Radhakrishnan's concept of intuition, difference between intellect and 
intuition. A researcher on intuition will be benefitted by it. 

The main tenets of Prof. Nayak's 'commonism' has been analytically 
described in the article 'Commonism : An Analytical Review'. The statements 
of this article have been supported by many authentic reference books and 
scholarly articles and the discussion ofsuch a burning topic will be appreciated 
by the social thinkers. 

Now we tum to the article 'Nationalism and Humanism. 'Nationalism 
and humanism are very important issues in the present position of India. In 
this brief article, the meaning and significance of the words 'Nationalism', 
'Humanism' and 'internationalism' and the relation among them have been 
beautifully interpreted. 

'On Humanistic Ecology' is an article on Environmental Study which 
shows the author's keen interest in the field of environment. 

Articles like 'Religious Integration and Social Justice'perhaps should 
be written and read frequently for social harmony and national integration of 
our country. Much emphasies should be laid upon, Prof. Kar thinks, the 
integration of all religions particularly in Indian context where people 
belonging to different religions have settled down through ages. Gandhiji 

has advocated the idea of identity so far as the Hindu concept of Iswara and 
the Islam concept ofAllah are concerned. It is the basis ofreligious integration 
so that Indian concept of secularism has been developed. In a country like 
India where people of different religious reside, secularism can be accepted 
as the proper political ideal where there is no scope for religious communalism 
and fundamentalism. So politics must be free from religions fanaticism. And 
social justice is possible through this move. 

Attempts for religious integration in India have been made by many 
great men and saints, e.g., Akbar, Kavir, Swami Vivekananda etc. But their 
attempts or movements have not achieved considered amount of success in 
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failure which have been discussed in his article .. 
The last article "The Vedanta Concept ofPurussrtha : A Philosophical 

Appraisal' is, in other words, deals with the aim or goal of man. Here purusa 
traditionally means man. A threefold classification i.e. Kama, artha, dharma 
has been recommended with regard to purusartha . These are considered to 
be basic human values which are usually sought. Kama means desire for 
pleasure - both sensual and refined. The very desire to attain highest perfection 
in moral sense in an instance ofKama (most refined). Moksa also which has 
been added to the tripartite classification at a subsequent period is said to be 
due to desire of a special kind (mumuksa). Artha or wealth is an instrumental 
value both for Kama and also for dharma. Dharma is that underlying 
principle which works towards the stability ofhuman society. Neither Kama 
alone nor artha alone nor dharma alone are considered as effective human 
goals, but the harmonious, conjunction of all the three requires to be 
emphasised for attaining human goal. But later on moksa has been added to 
the threefold classification quoted above and that also has got the classical 
recognition. Even moksa is regarded as the best of all four values. Moksa is 
the parama purussrtha after the Vedanta. It is the absolute value while the 
rest three are relative values. Moksa is not the fourth category. But it is meant 
to balance, regulate and coordinate the demands and expectations of Kama. 
artha and dharma so that the real meaning ofhumanity becomes manifested. 
In this context Prof. Kar refers to Professor Rajendara Prasad's view on 
purussrthas and his (RP's) concept of sarva-mukti (liberation of all) as the 
liberation of cosmic soul. 

The book would have been more appealing, had Professor Kar devoted 
some more time to clarify certain concepts like the concept ofvalue in Indian 
Philosophy, the gradation in our value system etc. Apparently it se~ms to 
me, he has emphasised on the value in the sense of dharma and moksa, but 
Indian tradition says that there are also values in the forms ofmaterialistic or 
economic value (artha), Kama etc. How can we forget the humanistic appeal 
of our ancient divine teacher, who confesses, 'Dharmsviruddhah Kamo'smi' 
( I am the desire as unopposed to dharma) In the same sense, Kautilya and 
others have emphasised on artha in the sense of social and economic 
wellbeing, which is not ignorable. 

However, in present Indian context, such a valuable book on value 
deserves wide circulation. 

I3HUPENDRA CHANDRA DAS 
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